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3/4.'s ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS -

3/4.8.1 A.C. SOURCES.

A.C. SOURCES - OPERATIE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR DPERATION

3.8.1.1.As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

a. Two physically independent circuits between the offsite transmission
network and the ensite class 1E distribution system, and

b. Separate and independent diesel generators" 0, 1A, 2A and 18 with:
,, ,

1. For diesel generator 0, IA and 2A* |

l
a) A separata day fuel tank containing a minimum of

|250 gallons of fuel.
b) A separate fuel storage system containing a minimum of

31,000 gallons of fuel.
2. For diesel generator 18. a separate fuel storage tank and a day

tank containing a combined minimun'of 29,750 gallons of fuel.o

3. A separate fuel transfer pump.

APPLICA81LITY: OPERATIONAL COMITIONS 1, 2, and 3.
'

ACTION: |
|

. , . :With one offsite circuit of the above required A.C. electrical power J
a. ~

sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining |A.C. sources by perfoming Surveillance Requimment 4.8.1.1.1.a ;>

within 1 hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter. Kf any o !
'

(the diesel generators nave not been successfully tasted within the '

past 24 hours, demonstrate their OPERA 81LITY by perfoming
il

@urveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 for each such diesel
S

|
nerator. t==1v within 24 hours./nestore the offsite circuit |to DPERA8LE status within 72 hours or be in at least NOT SF.JTDOW

within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
24 hours. i

4

-

b. With ef ther the 0 or IA diesel generator inoperable, demonstrate the |
,

OPERAEILITY of the anove required A.C. offsite sources by performing
|Surve111em hoquirement 4.8.1.11.a within I hope and at least once
|per 8_houtL,gggggfigg, /If t;he diesel generator became unoperable

ve to any cause other than preplanned preventive maintenance or
sting, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining 0P. ERA 8LE

- -

_ +
_

"See page 3/4 8-1(a). INShgp -

,
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|Insert 1A i

;

if the diesel generator became inoperable due.to any cause other than an
inoperable support system, an independently testable component, or preplanned i
maintenance or testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining
OPERABLE

i

.
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ELECTRICAL POWER 5V m ns
'

e

LINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued) ,

<

:

*For the purposes of completing maintenance, modification, and/or technical ,

specification surveillance requirements, on the 0 diesel generator and its -

;support systems during a refuel outage, as part of pre-planned maintenance,
modifications, and/or the surveillance program, the requirements of action
statement b are modified to:

1. Eliminate the requirement for perfoming technical specification !
surveillance mquirements 4.8.1.1.1.a on each operable AC source, |

1sendiately and once per 8 hours thereafter, when the 0 diesel
generator is declamd inoperable.

2. Allow an additional g6 hours in excess of the 72 hours allowed in
action statement b for the 0' diesel generator to be inoperable. {,, ,

'

Provided that the following conditions are met: !

A. Unit 2 is in operational condition 4 or 5 or defueled prior to ,

taking the O diesel generator out of service.

B. Surveillance requirements 4.8.1.1.la and 4.8.1.1.2a.4 are
successfully completed, for the offsite power sources and the 1A and ;

2A diesel generators, within 48 hours prior to removal of th'e O
diesel generator from service.

C. No maintenance is perfomed on the offsite circuits or the 1A or 2A
diesel generators, while the 0 diesel generator is inoperable.

D. Technical specification requirement 4.8.1.1.la is perfomed daily,
while the o diesel generator is-inoperable.

E. The control circuit for the unit cross-tia circuit breakers between
buses 142Y and 242Y are temporarily modified to allow the breakers
to be closed with a diesel generator faeding the bus, while the 0 ,

1

diesel generator is inoperable.

.

The provisions of technical specification 3.0.4 are not applicable.

LA SALLE - UNIT 1 3/4 8-l a Aemndment No. 72, 99
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3 ELECTRI:AL POWER SYSTEMS
.

.

LIMITING COMITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

'

-ACTION: (Continued)

: / diesel generators, separately, by performing Surveillam
'L Reevirement 4.8.L1 * = A within H4'heur$edRestpre the diesel

generator to OPERABLE status with< n 7z nours er be in at least NOT
SWTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SWTDonal within the
following 24 hours.

1

c. With one offsite circuit of the above' required A.C. sources..and ).

diesel generator 0 or 1A of the above required A.C. electrical power |

-

hSg sources inoperable, demonstrate the DPERASILITY of the remaining
i A.C. sources by performing Surveillance Angsfrement 4.8.1.1.1.a__ #Q within 1 hour and at least once ser 3 '

|
,,

/11esel generator accame snoperable due to asy cause other then_ tb-eaMme M the ],

'

> preplanned preventive maintenance or testi , demonstrate the
N'. OPERABILITY of the remainiOPERABLE diesetrement' 4.8.1. generators, separately.),. by perfomins Surveillance 1.2.a.4 within a s,.

!'haurs" /usstore at seass one er the insperele A.C. sources to
DPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at least WT stalTDOWN

,

*
;

within the next 12 hours and in COLD SWTD0lel within the following <

24 hours. Restore at least tuo offsite circuits and diesel i

generators 0 and 1A to OPERABLE status within 72 hours from the time
of initial loss or be in at least WT $1817D0l81 within the next 12 ;

hours and in COLD SWTD0lal with,in the following 24 hours. "

d. With diesel generator 18 of the above required A.C. electrical power
sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the offsite A.C.
sources by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.1.s within 14

gg, hour _ and at 1===t once ner a W. Lmfterm me siesei ;

(| preventive maintenance or testinggenerator became inoperable due to any cause other than preplanned; )D !

demonstrate the OPERABILITY of'

GSveve111===g OPERABLE diesel gene,rators, separately, by performithe remainin'

*- irement 4. 3.1.1. 2.a. 4 within M ' - ,s.f Restore-

diesel generator 18 to GPERABLE status within 72 hours or declare
the NPCS system inoperable and take the ACT10ll required by |specification 3.5.1.

'

With both of the abovtreovired offsite circuits _ineserable _~_
e.,

trate the OPERASILITY of the remaining AJ., sources,
| eparately, by perfoming Surveillance hoqu< rament 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 |

'

within 8 hours unless the dienal nr.h are at--" emeratinal |,

i

Restore et least one offsite circuit to OPERABLE status within 24 !
hours, or be in at least WT SWTD0het within the next 12 hours.:

'

With only one offsite circuit restored to OPERABLE status, restore
-

"This test is required to be completed regardless of when the inoperable diesel
igenerator is restored to OPERASILITY. The provistens of Speed *1 cation 3.0.2; are not applicable.

.

,
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Insert 18

diesel generators, separately, by performing Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 24 hours *, unless the absence of any potential common mode
failure for the remaining diesel generator is demonstrated.

Insert 1C

If the diesel generator became Inoperable due to any cause other than an
inoperable support system, an independently testable component, or preplanned
maintenance or testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining
OPERABLE diesel generators, separately, by performing Surveillance
Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 8 hours *, unless.the absence of any potential
common mode failure for the remaining diesel generator is demonstrated.

Insert 1D

If the diesel generator became inoperable due to any cause other than an
inoperable support system, an independently testable component, or preplanned
maintenance or testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining
OPERABLE diesel generators, separately, by performing Surveillance
Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 24 hours *, unless the absence of any potential
common mode failure for the remaining diesel generator is demonstrated.

.

j

|
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g a4L POWit._ SYSTEMS

| LIwrTINo C0 e ITIONs paa Op pATION (Continued)

ACTION (Continued)
.

at lease tuo effsite circuits to OPRABLE status within 72 hours
from the time of initial less or be in at least IEIT SNUTDOWN.

within the next 22 hours and in COLD SIRITDOWN uithin the
followino 24 heura/A successrui sasus; er sieses generater[

fERABIUTY per Surveillance beguirement 4.8.L1.2.a.4,
performed under this ACTION statament for the OPERABLE diesel .

t

genersters. satisfies the diesel senerator test requirements of
(ACTIDNstatementa.f -

.

f. With diesel generators 0 and 1A of the above required A.C..
.

,

electrical power sources insperable, demonstrets the OPERABILITY of
tne remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance Requirement '

4.8.1.1.1.s within 1 hour and at least sace per 8 hours thereafter, i

and Surveillance Requirsment 4.8.1.1,La.4 for the 35 and 2A diesel
generators, ' separately, within a hours".- Restore at least one of ,

the insperable diesel generators e or 3A to OPDABLE status within 2 '

hours, or he in at least lEFT SlamMnel.within the nest 32 hours and .
,in COLD SIRITD0let within the following 24 hours. Rasters both diesel '

penerators 0 and 3A to OPDABLE status within 72 hears, from the i

>

time of initial less, or be in at least IEIT SIRffD0181 within the next
22 hours and in COLD SIRffD0lel within.the following at hours.

g. With diesel generator 2A of the above required A.C. electrical powgr -

sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY ef the remaining A.C.
,.

'

kNSERT' sources by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.A.LLLa within 1T
have and at ionst once per s hours thereafter > If me 2A s asei
denerster = _ inoperanie sue te vny a ether then preplanned ;

|

IE mwreventive maintenance er testing, esmanstres. the OPERAsILITY ef
phe 1A diesel generater by performing Se 111= 't " '

L a_ L LL a.4. within 24 hours"./ messere the ' noperele diesel,

generator ZA ta vrsmABLE status within 72 hours or declare staney ;
pas treatment system subsystem B Unit 2 drywell and suppression
enamber lqyeregon re::estiner. system, and centrol team and auxiliary
electric equipment room emergency filtretien system trein 8
inoperable, and take the ACTION required by specifications 3.E.5.3,

-

3.6.6.1, and 3.7.2. Continued performance of Surveillance
Requirement 4.4.1.1.1.a is not twouired previend the above systems
.are declared inoperable and the action of their respective
seecifications is taken. .

|

.

"This test is required te be completed regardless af when the insperable
diesel generator is restored to OPERABILITY. The provistens of Specification
3.0.2 are fast applicable. .

'

.

LASALLE-UNIT 1 3/4 6-2a Amendment lie. 72
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Insert 1E
i

;
If the 2A diesel generator became inoperable due to any cause other than an
inoperable support system, an independently testable component, or proplanned
maintenance or testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the 1A diesel

|Generator, by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 24 6

hours *, unless the absence of any potential common mode failure for the
iremaining diesel generator is demonstrated. -

t

.

6

;

|
l

|
|

|

s

.,

i
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LIMITING C0fCITIONS FOR OPERATION (Continued)

ACTION (Continued) ,

Ih. With one offsite circuit of the above required A.C. electrical power
searcos and diesel generater 28 inoperable, apply the requirements

'of ACTION a and d specified above.
'

i. With either diesel generators 0 or 2A inoperable and diese1'
generater 15 inoperable, apply the requirements of ACTION b and d
specified above.

"

J. With one offsita circuit of the above required A.C. electrical power
secrees and diesel generator 2A inoperable, apply the requirements of
ACTION a and g specified above.

'With diesel generator 18 and diesel generator 2A inoperable, applyk.
the requirements of ACTION d and g specified above.

- 1. With diesel generator 8 and diesel generator 24 inoperable, apply
the requirements of ACTION b and g specified above.

|
.

|-

|-.

0
* "

,

|,

|

.

..

t

4

I.

.
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- ELECTR! CAL POWER imem

. .

'

!

SUWEILLANCE REQUIRBENTS

||
4. 8.1.1.1 Each of the above mouired independent circuits between the offsite
transmission network and the ensite Class 1E distribution system shell be:

,

a. 'Detemined OPERABLE st least once per 7 days by verifying correct
breaker alignments and indicated power availability, and

,

b. Demonstrated OPERABLE st least once per 38 months during shutavun by
menue11y transferring unit ;Anser supply from the namel circuit to !
the alternata circuit. ..

.

4.8.1.1.2 Each of_ the above required dwel genereters shall be demonstrated i,

0FERA8LE:* Q / ca. p c - Al d ni '

.

,, g3 .,, ares ca vn.n - - ---- =- rsed in Table 4.5.L L.?D en a
STAuutatu 'uT SASIS by:
1. Verifying the fuel level in the sky fuel tank. |

'

2. Verifying the fuel level in the feel sterspe tank.
' 3. Verifying the fuel transfer. pump starts and transfers fuel from

the storega system to the day fuel tant.
,

4. Verifying the diesel starts from ashient condition and acceleratas
to 908 rpm 6. -25 in less then er equal to 13 seconds **. The . )' '

genenster weltage and frequency shell be 4150 2150 volts and -
, ,

50 +3.0, -1.2 Na within 13 seconds ** after the start signol.
|

5. Verifying the diesel generstar --. :.. 1 zed, and then inaded to |2400 W to 2500 W*** within G and operates with this |
-

1ead for at least 60 minutes. d

|

(ccer L nc e. wifh. the mhu heft < ret-k recomsne|a$th

*All planned diesel generator starts perfomed for the purpose of meeting these '
surveillance requirements may be preceded by an engine prelube period, as
recommended by the annufseturer.

**S% urveillance testing verify the diesel generator start (13 second')CanO4

se (to secono timal res ambient conditions shall be perfomed at least,

once per las days. AL1 ether engine starts performed for the purpose of
lnetting these surveillance requirements may be conducted in accordance with '

womus and leading procedures, as recommended by the manufacturer, in order to
minimize sechanical stress and wear en the diesel generator caused by fast -
starting the diesel generater.

*** Transients, outside of this lead band, de not invalidate the surveil'1ance
tests. .-

.o a. e

t

S

LASALLE-UNIT 1 3/4 6-3 Amendeont Me. 72
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ELECTRIC,AL POWER SYSTBIS-

!.

!

SURVEILLANCE REDUIRD efts
i

6. Verifying the diesel generator is aligned to provide standby
power to the associated emergency busses.

7. Verifying the pressure in required diesel generator air start
receivers to be greater than or equal to 200 psig.

b. At least once per 31 days and after each operation of the diesel
where the period of operation was greater than or equal to I hour by'
checking for and removing accumulated unter from the day fuel tanks.

gsgg and analyzing stored and.new fuel oil in accordance withc.

1. At least once per g2 days, and for new fuel etl prior to
addition to the sferee tanks, that a sanole obtained and i

tested in accorda w ilth the applicable ASTM Standards has:

a) A water and sediani.c content within applicable ASTM limits.
'

b) A kinematic viscosity at 40*0'within applicable ASTM limits.,,

' 2. At least overy 31 days and for new fuel oil or to additionto the sto tanks Ihatasampleobtained accordance withthe ass 11 cab ASTM $tandard has a total particulate
contamination of less than 10 mg/l when fested in accortlance
with the applicable ASTM Standard.

d. At least once per 18 months during shutdown by:{,
i NogUsed 1. @ *jecting the diesel to an

A + proc.e.,,, ,,,,.r.g in g ,,in* T , ion in accordance wi .,
-

et ity it, ,f,ctor rL Stions for this e ans of s+"+ ne,rv,, ice.fE-
2. Verifyins the diesel generator capability * to reject a load'of

greater than or equal to 1190 W for diesel generator 0
ornater than or equal to 838 W for diesel generators IA and
2A, and greater than or equal to 2421 W for diesel
generator 18 uhile maintaft.ing engine speed less than or equal
to 785 of the difference betuben nominal speed and the
less. peed trip setpoint or 185 above nominal, whichever isovers

3. Verifying the diesel rator capability * to reject a load of2600 W without tripp ng. The senerator vol e shall notexceed 5000 volts dur ng and following the 1 rejection.
|

'

4. Simulating a loss of offsite power * by itself, and:

*All planned diesel generator starts performed for the purpose of meeting
these surveillance requirements may be preceded by an engine prelube period,

.

as recommended by the manufacturer.

LA SALLE - UNIT 1 3/4 8-4
"

Amendment No. py, gg
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ELECTRICAL JMfER..SYSTEMI
. .

'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

a)' For Divisions I and 2 and for Unit 2 Division 2:

Verifying de-energization of the emergenc
~

1)
load shedding from the emergency busses. y. busses and

2) Verifyi the diesel generator starts on,the auto-
start s al, energizes the emergency busses with ,

perunnen y connected loads within.13 seconds,
energizes the auto-connected loads and operates for
greater than or equal to 5 minutes while its '

generator is so loaded. After.ener !

steady-state voltaos and frequency.gization, theof the' emergency
busses shall be maintained at 4160 150 volts and 60i 1.2 Hz during-this test. .

'

b) For Division 3: '

1) Verifying de-energization of the emergency bus. ' '

2) Verifyi 'the dieser generator starts on the auto-.

4
start s al energizes the emergency bus with its'

loads wi in 13 seconds and operates for greater than
,

or equal to 5 minutes while its generator is so
loaded. After energitation the steady-state voltage
and frequency of the emergen,cy bus sha'l be ,

maintained at 4160 1 150 volts and 60 t 1.2 Hz duringthis test. ,

5. Verifying that on.an ECCS actuation test signal without loss i

t

of offsite power dieselgenerators0,IA,andIBstart*onthe
auto-startsignalandoperateonstandbyforgreaterthanorequal to 5 minutes. :

The generator volta
be 4160 + 416, -150 volts and 60 + 3.0, ge and frequency shall-1.2 Hz within
13 seconds after the auto-start
generator voltage and frequency. signal; the steady-stateshall be maintained within

!

-

these limits during th,is test. t

fe N,,9 Ngal p w r in con, junction with an ECCS*

tes an

a) For Divisions 1 and 2:

1) Verifyi de-energization of the emergency busses and
|

ing from the emergency busses. i; load sh
;

| |
'

|

*All planned diesel generator starts performed for the purpose of meetingthese surveillance requirements may be preceded by an engine prelube period,
|

!
-

L i
'

as recommsended by the manufacturer.!
i ;

;. LA SALLE - UNIT 1 3/4 8-5 Amendment No. 97 * |i.
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sUNEILUWCE REDUIRBEns (t-*inued) -

.

2) Vertfying the diesel generator starts en the aute-start
signal, energians the emergency husses wfth permanently
connected ) ends within 23 seconds, energtass.the
auto-connected emergency leads through the lead

-

osquencer and operates for greater then er equal 5
5 minutes while its generster is leaded with the
emergency leads. After energiastion, the stee$
state weltage and frequency of the emergency busses
shall he maintained at 4380 e435 volts and 80 21.2 let

-

during this test. ~~-

,

b) For Dfvision 3:
.

*

-

1) Vertfying de-energfastian of the emergency bus. '

i2) Verffying the diesel generator starts en the amte-start'

signal, energizes the emergency bus wfth its leads''

within 23 seconds and operates fier greater then er
equal to 5 afautes whf.le its generster is leaded with
the leads. After enerWization, the stee$

.' ''
state so tage and frequency of the emergency bus,

shall he esistained at 4380 e435 volts and 80 21.2 litduring this test.
7.

Vertfying that all diesel generator 0, 3h, ani 3B automatic trips
,
w

encept the felleulag are automatically typassed en an ECCS
, ,

actuation signal:,
'

-

,

a) For Divisions 1 and 2 - engine overspeed generator
differential current, hW emergency annua,l step.

-

;
b) For Division 3 - engine overspeed, generster differential

current, and emergency annual stap. e

't.
Vertfying the diesel generster operates * for at least 24 hours.
During the first 2 hours of this test, the diesel generator
shall he 1eeded to greater then er equal to 2350 W and durins
the receining 22 hours of this test, the diesel generater shall
be leaded to 2400 W to 2500 W.""" The generator voltage and
frequency shall be 4150 +420 -150 volts and 80 +3.0...-l.2 Nr

,

wtthin 13 seconds after the start signal; the stee$ state
i

.
.

. t

.

"All planned diesel generster starts performed for the purpose of meetingtMse surveillance requirements may be preceded by an engine prelube. period
as recommended by the manufactarer. ,- - *

!

*** Transients, evtside of this lead band, de not invalidate the surveillance- tests. .

i LASA!L2-UNIT 1
,

*
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* ~suevrfumcr aE0pinserts (continued).

*

generater weltage and frequency shall be asintained within these
11mits auring this test. Within 5 minutes after_ completing this
24 hour wt, perfem Surveillance Requirementu.a.1. A.z.s.4.a).ZU'.

lW *'* *Y & .t. L n , Q , \3. Verifying" that the auto-connected loses to each diesel generater '

de not exceed the 2000 hour reting of 2850 W.
,

'

Verifying the diesel generator's, cepebility" to: |')
10.,

a) Synchronize with the offsite power source while the
generater is leaded with its emergency leads een a simulated ,,
festoration of offsite power, ;

b) Transfer its leads to the offsita power source, and'
c) Re restered to its stan ey status.

..

11. Verifying that with diesel |pnerator 0, 3A, and 25 operating" in a '

test esse and connected to <ts bus:
a) For Divisions 1 and 2, thef.a simuisted ECCs actuation !

signal overrides the test made by returning the diesel5 -

generator to stan ey operation.,

b) For Division 3, that a simulated trip of the diesel *

generator overturrent relay trips the SAT feed breaker to
tus 143 and that the diesel generetse continues to. supply-

-

namel bus leads. ;
"

12.
Verifying that the automatic lead seguence timer is OPERABLE '

-

!
with the interval between each lead black within 210E of its

-

design interval for diesel generators 0 and 1A. !

13. Verifying that the fellowing diesel generater lockout features
prevent diesel generator operation only when required

i

'

'

"All planned diesel generater. starts perfomed for the perpene of m
,

!'

these surveillance requirements any be eeting
Was recommeneed by the manutacturer. _ an oneine prelube period,

y, f,/,2,s, af Q
""If Surveillance Requirementet A A.LLz.n e aL2) h

- "me hi_r) mee netsatisfacterily completed, it < s not necessary ta repeat the precedi i

. Instead, the diesel generater may be operated at 2600 W for
test. 24 hour i
unti) operating toeperature has stabilized. er ' )

I
i

kaIPkr4
*

l
,

4

LASALLE-Uh!T 1 .
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.

suwertuwcr =0urmens <ce timed)

a) Generster underfrequency.
b) Lou lube all pressure. -

c) Nigh jacket cooling tosperet'ure.
d) Generator reverse power.- -.

e) Gengrator overturrent.

f) Generator less of field.
..g) Engine cranking lockout.

,

! e. At least once per 38 years or after any assifications which could
affect diesel generator interdependence by starting diesel gener-

,

ators 0, 34, and 33 simultaneously,* during shuteaun, and verifying'

that all three diesel ponerators accelerate to 900 rpa 4. -25 in
less than er inqual to 13 seconds.

f. At least asce per 30 years by: ' . ',

e, 1. Dreistes each fuel oil storage tank, removing the accumuisted'.

'

sedienst and cleaning the tank using a sodium typochlorite er *

equivalent seletion, and
1. Performing a pressure test of these portions of the diesel

fuel oli system ensigned to Section III, sadisection W. of the
-

ASE code in acesreance with ASE Code Section 11. Article
..

'

IIS-MOO. ,

4. 4.1.1. 3 Resorts (All eiesel g._..wr ran.. . vana er non valid, shal
y ..-. we se sne sameission pursuant to Specification 5.5.C within 30 days.
Reports of diesel generstar failures shall include the inforestian receamended
in Regulatory Position C.3.b of Regulatory Guide 1.108. Revision 1. August 1977.
If the number of falleres in the last 100 valid tests, en a per nuclear unit
basis is greater then er eeus1 to 7. the report shall be supplemented to
include the additises) inforestion recommended in Regulatory position C.3.b of) ,

Inaulatory Guide 1.208. Revision 1. ^~- 1 1977./
-

.

F
S(Not Usdu h -

..

$

.

*All planned diese'l generator starts performed for the purpose of meeting
'

these surveillance requirements may be preceded by an engine prelitse period,as recommended by the manufacturer,
i

LASALLE-UNIT 1 3/4 6-7a
.

Amendment Me. 72 |
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS I

SUwVEILLANCE REDUIREMENTS (Continued)
~

,

,

.

TABLE 4.8.1.1.2-1
.

.DIEfELGENERATORTESTSCHEDULE

NUPSE OF FAILURES IN IRNSER OF FAILINES IN .

LAST VALID TESTS * LAST 100 VALID TESTS * FREQUENCY

1 <4 At least once per --.
- -

31 days.
>2 >5 At least once per :~ ~

7 days |
!

" Criteria for determining numer of failures number of valid tests shall ;be in accordance ith Regulatory Position C. e of hogulatory Guide 1.108, '

Revision 1. Augus 1977, but determined an per diesel generator basis.
With the exception f the semi-annual f ' start, no starting time require-'' ;ments are required the valid tas requirements of Regulatory
Guide 1.108. 3

!

For the purposes of date ning the fred test frequency, the previous |

test failure count any be es zere if: ' , ,
.

I

1) a completa diesel like-new condition is completed(provided that the , including appropriate post-maintenance
operation and testing, is ifically approved by the
manufacturer),and

2) if acceptable relief ity has demonstrated. The reliabilitycriterien shall inc1 the succe ful completion of 14 consecutive
tests in a single es s follows:

a. tan of the tests shall be perf in accordance with therestine 111ance Requirements 4. 1.1.2.a.4 and
4. 8.1. .a.5, and

b. four ts shall be performed in ==u.14 with the IS4-day
tes ing requirement of Surveillance Requi 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 .4.8.1.1.2.a.5. ~

If is criterion is not satisfied dering the first les of tests, '
alternata criterion ta be used to reset the fail count tea

re requires let approval.
,

**The a ociated test frequency shall be asintained until 7 consecut
fail free demands have been perfereed AIS the nueer of failures thela 20 valid demands has been reduced to one. . - . . . .. . .

.

LASALLE-UNIT 1 3/4 6-7b Amendment No. 2
~
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h .eu wiL POWER SYSTEpit' ~

: -
.

A.c. ==ca y
-

.

.

LIMITIIIG w& MON POR OPERATIGN

'

3. 4.1.2 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power asersas shall he
OPERABLL-

One circuit between the offsite trenomissien' natuert and the ensha.
Class IE distribution system, and

b. Diesel generator 0 or 3A. and diesel generstar 2B uhen the WC5 |'
system is required to be OPERABLE, and diesel generator 2A when the
offs m power soorse for staneqr treatmast system sidssystou 8 or
control rees and aus111ery el e equipment team'energency filtre- ~

tien system train B is inoperable and either er both systems are
required to be OPERABLE, with each elesel generator having:
1. For diesel generator 0. 3A and 24:-

a) A separate shy fuel tent asutaining a staisom of 250 gallons
.

,' ,

of fuel.

b) 'A asperate fuel. system containing a sinimon of31,000 gallans of fue .

2. For diesel gamerster 33. a sapersta fuel storage tank /dsy tank \
~

~

containing a minimum of 29,750 gallons of fuel.
.

3. A fuel transfer peop. '~

!
;

APPLICABILITY: OPERAT10IlAL COISITICIIS 4, 5, and ".

ACTION: j

i

With all offsita ciresits inoperable and/or with diesel generators 0a. . .

er IA inoperable, suspend CORE ALTERATI0Ils, handling of < rendiated I
i

fuel in the. secondary containment and operations with a potentialfor draining the reacter vessel.

h. With diesel generator 28 inoperable, restare the inoperable diesel
ponerator 2a to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or declare the WC5 :

isystem inoperable and take the ACTION required by Specification
3.5.2 and 3.E.3. .

I

i

,

!.

1.

.;;. . handling 1rradiated fuel in the secondary containment. .

.

e

LA SALLE - UNIT 1 3/4 8-8
Amanshant No. 3B
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Linausui Masaun FOR OPERATION (Cantinued)
~

-
. .

.

g: (Continued) .

,

with diesel senerster.an taspereh1a. declare staaer ses treatmentc.
systas seduystem 3 and amatrol team and asset 11ery electric equipment
rose amersesuy ft1trettaa systes train 8 insperable and take the
ACTION required 1y Specifications 3.5.5.1 and 3.7.L '

i
1

d. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are est applicable.-

..
,

- ,

.

SURVEILLANCE REDUIRB eft 5 -
-

4.8.L 2 At least the above regelred AC. electrical power sources shall he i
seasonstrated DPERABLE per Surveillance Requirements 4.LLL1; 4.8.LL2 and

r,, 4.8.1.L3. except for the requipament'of 4.8.L2;2.a.5.
.

,*y
I

4

**
.. .

!

.

.

'..
.

8

.

.

*

\-
. .

. - - - - . .
. . .

.
~

u saLu - unrr x u. - . . |
.

..
.

~- .
..
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.3/6.8~~ ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
~

BASES

3 /4.8.1 and 3/4.8.2 A.C. SOURCES and DNSITE PWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

The OPERABILITY of the A.C. and D.C. power sources and associated
distribution systems during operation ensures that sufficient power will be
available to supply the safety related equipment required for (1) the safe
shutdown of the facility and (2) the mitigation and control of accident
conditions within the facility. The minimum specified iC-jent and
redundant A.C. and D.C. power sources and distribution systems satisfy the
requirements of General Des 19n criteria 17 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.

i

The ACTION requirements specified for the levels of degradation of the
power sources provide restriction upon continued facility operation
commensurate with the level of degradation. ACTIDH statements have been
included in the specification to cover all situati)ns where either-one A.C.
source or a combination of two A.C. sources are inoperable. ACTION statements
c, e, and f are intended to be followed to completion once entered and should
not be exited until both A.C. sources are restored. The OPERA 8ILITY of the
power sources are consistent with the initial candition assumptions of the
accident analyses and are based upon maintaining at least Division I or II of
the onsite A.C. and D.C. power sources and associated distribution systems
OPERABLE during accident conditions ' coincident with an assumed loss of offs <ite
power and single failure of one of the two onsite A.C. sources. Division III
supplie's the high pressure core spray (HPCS) system only.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum specified A.C. and D.C. power sources and
associated distribution systems during shutdown and refueling ensures that
(1) the facility can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition for
extended time periods and (2) sufficient instrumentation and control capability
is available for monitoring and maintaining the unit status.

-

.TMSERT3 .

| p j Ahe surveillance requirements for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of t
diesel generators are in accordance with the recommandations of Regulatory
Guide 1.9, " Selection of Diesel Generator Set Capacity.for Standby Power% ; Supplies," March

10, 1971, with the exception noted in Appendix B to the FSAR,
and Regulatory Guide 1.108, " Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator Units Used
Das Onsite Electric Pow Systems at Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 1, August]

;

The tests listed below are a means of determining whether new fuel oil is
of the appropriate grade and has not been contaminated with substances that
would have an immediate, detrimental iecact on diesel engine
combustion / operation. If results from these tests are within acceptable
limits, the fuel oil may be added to the storage tanks without concern for
contaminating the entire volume of fuel oil in the storage tanks. ;The tests,'
limits, and applicable American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) standardsare as follows:

Sample the new fuel oil in accordance with ASTM-D4057-88;a.

b. Verify in accordance with the tests specified in ASTM-0975-88 that the
sample has a water and sediment content of less than or equal to 0.05
volume percent and a kinematic viscosity at 40 *C of greater than or equalto 1.9 but less than or equal to 4.1.

-

!

ILA SALLE UNIT 1 B 3/4 8-1 Amendment No. 97
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~

The surveillance requirements for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the
diesel generators are based on the recommend,ations of Regulatory Guide 1.9,
Revision 3, " Selection, Design, Qualification, and Testing of Emergency Diesel
Generator Units Used as Class 1E Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear
Power Plants", July 1993, with the exception noted in Appendix B to the
UFSAR.-
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3/4. 8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM _S .

3/4.8.1 A.C. SOURCES

A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

Two physically independent circuits between the offsite transmission'. a.

network and the onsite Class IE distribution system, and
ib. Separate and independent diesel generators * 0, IA, 2A and 28 with:

1. For diesel generator 0, IA and 2A:
a) A separate day fuel tank containing a minimum of

250 gallons of fuel.
b) A separate fuel storage system containing a minimum of

31,000 gallons of fuel.
2.

For diesel generator 28, a separate fuel storage tank and a day+
tank containing a minimum of 29,750 gallons of fuel.

3. A separate fuel transfer pump.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:

With one offsite circuit of the above required A.C. electrical powera.

sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining
A.C. sources by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.1.a

_within 1 hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter. ni any oTT
fthe diesel generarors have not. Deen successTully tested within the
hpast 24 hours, demonstrate their OPERABILITY by performing

t

Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 fo each su:h diesel
unnerator. separate 1!r. within 74 hann- Atestore tw offsite circuit_

"o OPERABLE status w
thin 72 hours or be in at least HDT SHUTDOWN

.

within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following24 hours.

b. With either the 0 or 2A diesel generator inoperable, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the above required A.C. offsite sources by performing
Surveillance 8equirement 4.8.1.1.1.a within 1 ham and at least once
wr 8 hours thereafter I If the diesel generator became inoperab'e

/lue to any cause other than preplanned preventive maintenance or
\1esting, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining OPERABLE

"See page 3/4 8-1(a). .

g

.

LASALLE - UNIT 2 3/48-1 Amendeout No. 56
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insert 2A

If the diesel generator became inoperable due to any cause other than an
inoperable support system, an independently testable component, or preplanned
maintenance or testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining
OPERABLE

6

14 *

4
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

:

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

*For the purposes of completing maintenance, modification, and/or technical
specification surveillance mquirements, on the 0 diesel generator and its
support systems during a refsel outage, as part of pre-planned maintenance,
modifications, and/or the surveillance program, the requirements of action
statement b are modified to:

1. Eliminate the requirement for performing technical specification )surveillance requirements 4.8.1.1.1.a on each operable AC source, '

immediately and once per 8 hours thereafter, when the O diesel'
igenerator is declared inoperable.

2. Allow an additional g6 hours in excess of the 72 hours allowed in
action statement b for the'0 diesel ponerator to be inoperable.r r ,

|Provided that the following conditions are met:
i

A. Unit 1 is is operational condition 4 or 5 or defueled prior to
|taking the O diesel generator out of servica.
!

8. Surveillance requirements 4.8.1.1.la and 4.8.1.1.2a.4 are
successfully completed, for the offsite power sources and the 1A and
2A diesel generators, within 48 hours prior to removal of the 0 '

diesel generator from service. I

C. No maintenance is performed on the offsite circuits or the 1A or 2A
diesel generators, dile the O diesel generator is inoperable.

D. Technical specification requirement 4.8.1.1.la is performed. daily,
while the 0 diesel generator is inoperable.

E. The control circuit for the un'it cross-tie circuit breakers between
buses 142Y and 242Y am temporarily modified to allow the breakers
to be closed with a diesel generator feeding the bus, while the 0
diesel generator is inoperable.

.

- \

The provisions of techeical specification 4.0 4 are not applicable.
.

LA SALLE - UNIT 2 3/4 8-la Amendment No. 55, 83
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTBtS
.

i

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

ACTION: (Continued)
,

futesei generators, separately, oy perrmmng surveiiianee; '-
Uteouirement 4 a 1 1 9 a.a within 9a haues . Aestore the diesel

- a

generator to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT
,

SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN _within the
'

,

following 24 hours. _

ggQ ~

.

With one offsite circuit of the above required A.C.,isources and
c.

diesel generator 0 or 2A of the above required A.C. wmetrien~ power#

sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining
A.C. sources by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8. .1.a .ig E7 within 1 hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter.
1esel cra.wr pecame ir.eyerapie aue to any cause other than 1L2.C preplanned preventive maintenance or testing, demonstrate the

,

OPERABILITY of the remaining 0PERA8LE diesel generators, separately 3by performing Surveillance Requirement-4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 8'
'

,.Aa"*** / Restore at least one or une inoperable A.C. sources to
>

t
_

OPERABLE status within 12 hours or tie in at least HDT SHUTDOWN
within the next 12 hours and in COLD S W TDOWN within the following |

24 hours. '

Restore at least two offsite circuitis and diesel.
generators 0 and 2A to OPERABLE status within 72 hours from the time
of initial loss or be in at least HDT SHUTDOWN within the' next 12

,

hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.
d.

With diesel generator 2B of the above required A.C. electrical power
sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the offsite A.C.

- sources by performing Surveillance Requirement 4 4 1.1.1.a within 1
INS hour and_at_ least Dnce ner 8 )ours thereaftyg; /ITthe aissel

ru. raser necamelnoperable line 1.o any caGse other than preplanned
-

; O preventive maintenance or. testing, demonr.trate the OPERABILITY of
the remaining OPERA 8LE diesel generators, separately, by performi
durveillanca "=_ resant 4 a.1.1.2.a.4 within 24 ha"*<* / Restore

r

diesel generator AB to OPERA 8LE status within 72 hours or declare
.

_

the HPCS system inoperable and take the ACTION required byspecification 3.5.1.

With both of the shave raaaired offsite circuits irkErable,
e.

;

y nstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources, separately, by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4[,
<within a haurs unless the distal ==ad s are alreadv ==stina.
Restore at least one offsite circuit to GiRABLE status within 24~hours,'or be in at least HDT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours.
With only one offsite circuit restored to OPERABLE status, restore

"This test is required to be completed regardless of when the inoperable dieselgenerator is restored ta OPERABILITY.
are not applicable. The provisions of Specification 3.0.2

LASALLE - UNIT 2 3/4 B-2 Amendment No. 56
|
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insert 2B !
'

diesel generators, separately, by performing Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 24 hours *, unless the absence of any potential common mode
failure for the remaining diesel generator is demonstrated,

insert 2C -

.

I

K the diesel generator became inoperable due to any cause other than an
inoperable support system, an independently testable component, or preplanned
maintenance or testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining
OPERABLE diesel generators, separately, by performing Surveillance
Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 8 hour's*, unless the absence of any potential , i

common. mode failure for the remaining diesel generator is demonstrated. '

:

Insert 2D

K the diesel generator became inoperable due to any cause other than an |f
Inoperable support system, an independently testable component, or proplanned !
maintenance or testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining
OPERABLE diesel generators, separately, by performing Surveillance
Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 24 hours *, unless the absence of any potential
common mode failure for the remaining diesel generator is demonstrated.

|

|

|

t

!
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS -

s

LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION (Continued)

ACTION (Continued)

at least two offsite circuits to OPERABLE status within 72 hours
'

from the time of initial loss or be in at least HDT SHUTDOWN
.

'within the next 12 hours and in CD.D SHHNM within the *followi w 24 hour < IK successfur".est(s) of diesel generator
-

~

WERABI .1TY per Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4,
perfomed under this ACTION statement for the OPERABLE diesel
generators, satisfies the diesel generator test requirements of
$CTION_statament a. j

f. With diesel generators 0 and 2A of the above required A.C.
electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITYiof
the remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.1.1.a within 1 hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter,
and Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 for the 28 and 1A diesel

)generators separately, within 8 hours *. Restore at least one ofthe inopera,ble diesel generators 0 or 2A to OPERABLE status within 2,,'

, hours,, or be in at least HDT SWTDOWI within the next 12 hours and -
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours. Riestore both diesel
generators 0 and 2A to OPERABLE status within 72 hours, from thetime of initial loss, or be in at least HDT SHUTDOWN within.the next
12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

With diesel generator IA of the above requi md A.C. electrical power
g.

sources inoperable, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C
'

sources by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.1.a within 1
hour and at least once. per 8 hours thereafter.fu 1.nu a siesent--4.

- - - -

[TMSERT, rbr.wr --u inoperanie aue to any cause other than preplannedLgg preventive maintenance or testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of ',

tne 2A diesel generator by performine Surveillmaco e=>i.
.t J

L4.8.1.1.2.a.4. within M hmees*.mstore the inoperable diesel
-

~ generator 1A to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or declare stan&y
gas treatmant system subsystem A, Unit I drywell and suppression

,

chamber hydrogen recombiner system, and control room and auxiliary
electric equipment room emergency filtration system train A
inoperable, and take the ACTION required by specifications 3.6.5.3,3.6.6.1, and 3.7.2. Continued performance of Surveillance
Requirement 4.8.1.1.1.a is not required provided the above systems

-

are declared inoperable and the action of their respectivespecifications is taken. ,

"This test is required to be completed regardless of when the inoperable
diesel generator is restored to OPERASILITY. The provisions of Specification3.0.2 are not applicable.

:

UGALLE - UNIT 2 3/4 8-2a Amenhent No. 56
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If the 1A diesel generator became inoperable due to any cause other than an
inoperable support system, an independently testable component, or proplanned
maintenance or testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the 2A diesel
Generator, by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 24
hours *, unless the absence of any potential common mode failure for the
remaining diesel generator is demonstrated. -

.
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ELECTRICALPOWERSESTEMS

,

LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION (Continued)

ACTION (Continued)

h. With one offsite circuit of the above required A.C. electrical power.
sources and diesel generator 2B inoperable, apply the requirements
of ACTION a and d specified above,

i

1. With either diesel generators 0 or 2A inoperable and diesel
generator 2B inoperable, apply the requirements of ACTION b and dspecified above..

j.
With one offsite circuit of the above required A.C. electrical power .
sources and diesel generator IA inoperable, apply the requirements of

- iACTION a and g specified above.
:.

k.
With diesel generator 2B and diesel generator IA inoperable, apply
the requirements of ACTION d and g specified above.

1.
With diesel generator 0 and' diesel generator IA inoperable, apply -o

i, the requirements of ACTION b and g specified above.

!

. ,

,

!

!

!

!
,

!

i
'

.

|
,
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!
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTSIS .

-SURVEILLANCE REQUIREleTS
,

4.8.1.1.1 Each of the above required independent circuits between the offsite-
transmission network and the onsite Class 1E distribution system shall be:

Determined trERABLE at least once per 7 days by verifying correcta. '

breaker alipments and indicated power availability, and ,

.

b.
Demonstrated OPERA 8LE at least once per la months during shutdown by
manually transferring unit power supply from the nomal circuit to
the alternate circuit.

4.8.1.1.2 Each of the above required diesel generators shall be demo'nstrated
OPERABLE: * f4 f /ea 7s one pe r- 3/ darC y

fin arenenanrw arirn tna reannerv enac1rian ina.
Ian ne 4. 5.1.1 2-D on aSTAGGERED TEST BASIS by:

1. Verifying the fuel level in the rey fuel tank.
|2. Verifying the fuel level in the feel storage tank.

S
J 3. Verifying the fuel transfer pump starts and transfers fuel from

.

the storage system to the day fuel tank.-
4. Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition and accelerates

to 900 rpm + 55, -25 in less than or equaf to 13 seconds.** The
generater voltage and frequency shall be 4160 i 150 volts and j

60 + 3.8 .-l.2 Hz within 13 seconds ** after the start signal.
-

S. Verifying the diesel .

i

2400 W to 2600 Wa** generator is synchronized, and then loaded to !

load for at least.60 minutes. althin op seconds."F and operates with thisM M ;

!Q o.ccavalence. J.W%e. man &s&dt teameNbnk ?

*All planned diesel generator starts performed for the purpose of meeting
these surveillance requirements may be preceded by an engine prelube period, f
as recommended by the manufacturer. |

** Surveillance testirig' verify the diesel generator start (13 second)ggp ~ !=
J

D ad (ou seconum tim ( from ambient conditions shall be perfomed at least ,

once per Ass days. A''1 other engine starts performed for the purpose of !

meeting these surveillance requirements may be conducted in accordance with i

I

warmup and loading precedures, as recommended by the manufacturer, in order to
minimize mechanical stress and wear on the diesel generator caused by fast

.

i

starting ec loadinDof the diesel generator. i

'%
*** Transients, outside of this load band, do not invalidate the surveillance :

tests. ;

F

i
,

LASALLE - UNIT 2 3/4 8-3 Amendment No. 56 !
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FI FCTRICAL POKR inntm
.

SURVEILLANCE REDUIREmmis
!

~6.
Verifying the diesel generator is aligned to provide standby
power to the associated emergency busses.

7. . Verifying the pressure in required diesel generator air start i.

receivers to be greater than or equal to 200 psig. |
l

b. At least cace per 31 days and after each operation of the diesel
where the period of operation was greater than or equal to I hour by
checking for and removing accumulated unter from the day fuel tanks..

By sampling and analyzing stored and new fuel oil in accordance with
c. .

;

the following: i
i

1. At least once per g2 days, and for new fuel oil prior to
'

|

addition to the storage tanks, that a sample obtained and
tested in accordance with the applicable AS1M Standards has:

a) A unter and sediment content within applicable ASTM limits.?

b) A kinematic viscosity at 40*C within applicable ASTM limits.
i

2. At least every 31 days, and for new fuel oil pricr to addition
to the stor y tanks, that a sample obtained in accordance withthe applicab e ASTM Standard has a total particulate
contamination of less than 10 mg/l when tested in accordance

-

with the applicable ASTM Standard.

d.
At least once per 18 months during shutdown by:

g gbtj 1. Subjecting the diesel to an inspection in accordance with D
procedurespreparedinconjunctionwithitsmanufacturer's/
acommendations for this class of standby service.,

>
2.

Verifying the diesel generator capability * to reject a load of
greater than or. equal to 1190 W for diesel generator 0, greater
than or equal to 638 W for diesel generators IA and 2A, and
greater than or equal to 2421 W for diesel generator 28 while
maintaining engine speed less than or equal to 755 of the
difference between nominal speed and the overspeed trip setpointor 155 above nominal, whichever is less.

3.
Verifying the diesel generator capability * to reject a load of

,

2600 W without tripping. The pnerator voltage shall notexceed 5000 volts during and fo lowing the load rejection. |
4. Simulating a loss of offsite power * by itself, and: '

,

.

*All planned diesel generator starts performed for the purpose of meeting ~
these surveillance requirements may be preceded by an.pngine prelube period,as recommended by the manufacturer.

LA SALLE - UNIT 2 3/4 8-4
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ELECTRICAL POWER sh a m

'

.

SURVEILLANCE REDUIREMENTS (Cantinued)
%

a) For Divisions 1 and 2 and for Unit 1 Division 2:
1) Verifying de-energization of the emergenc

load shedding from the emergency busses. y busnes and'

2) Verifying the dies'el generator starts on the auto-
start signal.. onergizes the emergency busses with
perunnently connected loads within 13 seconds,
energizes the auto-connected loads and operates for
greater than or equal to 5 minutes while its
generator is so loaded. After energization, the
steady-state voltage and frequency of the emergency'

busses shall be maintained at 4160 1 150 volts,and 60
i 1.2 Hz during this. test.

b) For Division 3:

1) Verifying 'de-energization of the emergency bus. ,.If

2) Verifying the diesel generator starts on the auto-
start signal, energizes the emergency bus with its
loads within 13 seconds and operates for greater than
or equal to 5 minutes while its generator is so
loaded. After energization the steady-state voltage
and frequency of the emergen,cy bus shall be
maietained at 4160 i 150 volts and 6011.2 Hz duringthis test.

5. Verifying that on an ECCS actuation test signal, without. loss
of offsite power, diesel generators 0, 2A, and 28 start on
the auto-start signal and eperate on standby for greater than ior equal to 5 minutes. The generator voltage and frequency
shall be 4160 + 416, -150 volts and 60 + 3.0, -1.2 Hz within

i13 seconds after the auto-start signal; the steady-state
igenerator voltage and frequency shall be maintained withinthese limits dering this test.

6. Simulating a less of offsite power in conjunction with an ECCS
actuation test signal,* and:

a) For Divisions 1 and 2: *

1) Verifying de-energization of the emergency busses and
load shedding from the emergency busses.

f

)
|

'

*All planned diesel generator starts performed for the purpose of meetingI

these surveillance requirements may be preceded by an engine prelube period,
,

as recommended by the manufacturer.

LA SALLE - UNIT 2 3/4 8-5 Amendment No. 81
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ELECTRICAL' POWER SYSTEMS
+ .

;

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued) 3

i

2) Verifying the diesel _ generator starts on the auto-start
signal. energizes the emergency busses with permanently

i

connected loads within 13 seconds, energizes the-
-

-

auto-connected emergency loads through the load
sequencer and operates for greater than or equal to :5 minutes while its generator is loaded with the +

emergency loads. After energization..the steady
state weitage and frequency of the emergency busses 3

shall be maintained at 4160 2416 volts and 60 11.2 Hz 1during this test. ;
,

b) For Division 3:,

1) Verifying de energization of the emergency bus.
~

i2) Verifying the diesel generator starts on the auto-start '

signal, energizes the emergency bus with its loads !

within 13 seconds and operates for greater than or-'

equal to 5 minutes while its generator is. loaded with,'*

the emergency loads.- After energization, the steady
.

;

;state voltage and fregoency of the emergency bus 1

shall be maintained at 4160 t416 volts and 6011.2 Hzduring this test. 1

'
'

7. Verifying that all diesel generater 0, 2A, and 28' automatic
i

rips ;
except the following are autome.tica11y bypassed on an-ECCSactuation signal: i

a) For Divisions 1 and 2 engine overspeed
- 3

generator
differential current, and emergency manua,l stop' i

;b) For Division 3 - engine overspeed, generator differential
current, and emergency manual stop.

8.
Verifying the diesel generator operates * for at_ least 24 hours.

,

During the first 2 hours of this test, the diesel generator !

shall be loaded to greater than or equal to 2860 W and during- j

the remaining 22 heers of this test, the diesel generator shall ,

be loaded to 2400 W to' 2600 W.*** The generator voltage and
i

frequency shall be 4160 +420, -150 volts and 60 +3.0, -1.2 Hz ,

within 13 seconds after the start signal; the steady-state
-

!.

!
9

*All planned diesel generator starts performed for the purpose of meeting
these surveillance requirements may be preceded by an engine prelube period,

.

as recommended by the manufacturer. :
,

*** Transients, outsi.8e of this load band, do not invalidate the surv:-tests. 111ance .

LASALLE - UNIT 2 3/4 8-6
Amendaent Wo. 59
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS -.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREFEffr5 (Continued)
'

generator voltage and frequency shall be maintained within these
limits during this test. Within 5 minutes after .:ompletina this24 W - test

M"d 6) 23 **, perform Surviillance Requirement (L 1.1.1.2.d.4..).2) j>
(g ,b /,/,2,a.,8{3 #

9. Verifying * that the autc-connected loads to each-diesel generator'
do no; exceed the 2000-hour rating of 2860 W.

10. Verifying the diesel generator's. capability * to:
'

a) Synchronize with the offsite power source while the
generator is loaded with its emergency loads upon a simulated
restoration of offsite power,

b) Transfer its loads to the offsite power source, and ,

c) Se restored to its stan6y status.
'

11. Verifying that with diesel generator 0, 2A, and 28 operating * *in a
-

''
test mode and connected to its bus:,

a) For Divisions 1 and 2, that a simulated ECCS actuation
signal overrides the test mode by returning the diesel
generator to standby operation.

b) For Division 3, that a simulated trip of the diesel
generator overcurrent reigy trips the SAT feed breaker to
bus 243 and that the diesel generator continues to supply
nomal bus loads.

12. Verifying that the automatic loa' sequence timer is OPERABLEd

with the interval between each load block within t 1GK of itsdesign interval for diesel generators 0 and 2A.,

13. Verifying that the following diesel generator lockout features
prevent diesel generator operation only when required:

4

*All planned diesel generator starts perfomed for the purpose of meeting
these surveillance requirements may be proc an enoins nr

% g,f,f,2 ,q ,if &_elube period,as recommended by the manutacturer.
.

**IfSurveillanceRequirementL4.8,1.1.2.d.4.a)2)antforb)2)areInotsatisfactorily
completed, it is not necessary to repeat tne precocing 24_ hour test. Instead,
the diesel generator may be operated at 2600 W forQnoud or until operatingtemperature has stabilized. .

- '.

(2. A ars
LASALLE - UNIT 2 3/4 8-7 Amendment No.SS~
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
\.
:

*

r

s

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREENTS (Continued)
:

|
i*

a) Generator underfrequency. i
~

. .

b) Low lube oil pressure.

c) High jacket cooling temperature. '

d) Generator reverse power.

e) Generator overcurrent. " :
,

!f) Generator less of field.
[>

-

g) Engine craeking lockout. ,

At least once per 10 years or after any modifications which could
;e.

affect diesel generater interdependence by starting diesel gener- i
-

^ '

ators 0, 2A, and 25 simultaneously *, during shutdown, and verifying
that all three diesel generators accelerate to 900 rpm + 5. -25 in ;

less than or equal to 13 seconds. :

f. At least once per lo years by: ~

'

1.
Draining each feel oil storage tank, removing the accumulated

;

'

sediment and cleaning the tank using a sodium hypochlorite or ,

equivalent solution, and !

2. Performing a pressure test of those portions of the diesel
fuel oil system designed to Section III, subsection le , of the

,

ASME Code in accordance with ASE Code Section 11, Article i

Ile-5000. !,
.

4.8.1.1.3
Rooorts -)K11 diesel generator failures, valid or non-valid, shall

fue reporua 1o 1.no commission pursuant to Specification 6.6.C within 30 days. Reports of diesel generator failures shall include the information recommended
i

1
1

in Regulatory Position C.3.b of Regulatory Guide 1.108, Revision 1 :

If the number of failures in the last 100 valid tests, on a per nuc, lear unitAugust 1977.
'

basis, is greater than or equal to 7, the report shall be supplemented to
include the additional information recommended in Regulatory Position c.3.b

g Regulatory Guide 1.108 Revision 1, August 1977. j- ,

0 U$eE

!
'

*All planned diesel generator starts perfomed for the purpose of meeting
:

t

these surveillance requirements may be preceded by an engine prelube period, !
as recommended by the manufacturer. i,

-

i.

!
LASALLE - UNIT 2 3/4 8-7a :
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~bELe i e THrs PAGE
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTBIS -

NRVEILLANCE REOUIREPENS (Continued)
i
!

TABLE 4.8.1.1.2-1
.

DIESEL GENERATOR TEST SCHEDULE

NUM8ER OF FAIL RES IN NUPSER OF FAILURES INLAST 20 VALID S* LAST 100 VALID TESTS * TEST FREQUENCY

,

<1 <4 At leaiit once per-
-

> 2 ** 31 days .

>5 At least once per-
-

7 days

* Criteria for detemini number of f ures and number of valid tests shall
.

be in accordance with latory Po tion C.2.e of Regulatory Guide 1.108,
'

'

Revision 1, August 1977, date ned on a per diesel generator basis.With the exception of the s 1-a 1 fast start, no starting time require-ments are required to meet lid test requirements of RegulatoryGuide 1.108.
;

For the purposes of date ing required test frequency, the previoustest failure count egy be duced zero if:
1) a complete diesel verhaul to 1 new condition is completed(provided that overhaul, inc1 ing appropriate post-maintenanceope. ration and ting, is specific ly approved by the

manufacturer) and ;
'

2) if acceptab reliability has been strated. The reliabilitycriterion 11 include the successful lation of 14 consecutivetests in single series structured as fo ows:

a. of these tests shall be performed i accordance with the
,i

utine Surveillance requirements 4.8.1. 2.a.4 and4.8.1.1.2.a.5, and

b four tests shall be perfomed in accordance the 184-day
,'testing requirement of Surveillance Requirene 4.8.1.1.2.a.4and 4.8.1.1.2.a.5.

If this criterion is not satisfied during the first ser s of tests,any alternata criterion to be used to reset the failure unt tozero requires NRC approval. .

*
he associated test frequency shall be maintained until 7 consecutive

failure free demands have been performed AND the nuber of failures in he
last 20 valid demands has been reduced to one.

LASALLE - UNIT 2 g/48-7b Amendment No.56
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ELECTRICAL POWER S1f5 TENS '

A.C. SOURCES - SHUTBOWN

;

LINITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.2 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERA 8LE:

One circuit between the offsite transmission network and the onsite ia.

class 1E distribution system, and
'

b. Diesel generator 0 or 2A, and diesel generator 3 when the HPCS
system is required to be OPERABLE, and diesel generator IA when the i

offsite power source for standby gas treatment system subsystem A or !

control reen and auxiliary electric equipment room emergency filtra-
tion system train A is inoperable and either or both systems are
required to be OPERABLE, with each diesel generator having:

'! 1. For diesel generator 0, IA, and 2A:

a) A separata de fuel tank containing a minimum of 250 gallonsof fuel.

b) A separate fuel storage system containing a minimum of
31,000 gallons of fuel.

2.
For diesel generator 3, a separate fuel storage tank / day tank
containing a minimum of 29,750 gallons of fuel.

3. A fuel transfer pump.

APPLICABILITY: OPERRTIONAL CONDITIONS 4, 5, and *.

ACTION:

With all offsite circuits inoperable and/or with diesel generators 0
a.

or 2A inoperable, suspend CORE ALTEkATIONS, handling of irradiated I

fuel in the secondary containment and operations with a potentialfor draining the reactor vessel.
b. With diesel generator 3 inoperable, restore the inoperable diesel

generator 3 to OPERABLE status within 72 hours or declare the HPCS ,
system inoperable and take the ACTION required by Specifications3.5.2 and 3.5.3.

With diesel generator IA inoperable, declare standby gas treatment
c.

system subsystem A and control room and auxiliary electric equipment
room emergmacy filtration system train A inoperable and take the

-

ACTION required by Specifications 3.6.5.3 and 3.7.2.
d. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.

"When handling irradiated fuel in the secondary containment.
*

.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.1.2 At least the above required A.C. electrical power sources shall be
.

demonstrated OPERA 8LE per Surveillance Requirements
4.8.1.1.3, except for the requirement of 4.8.1.1.2.a.5.4.8.1.1.1; 4.8.1.1.2, and

'
.

s
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'e
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.

.

e

.

4

.

t
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3/4.s ELECTRICA[ PMfER SYSTEMS
,

BAsrs

3/4.8.1 and 3/4.8.2 A.C. SOURCES and GNSITE PGfER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

The OPERABILITY of the A.C. and D.C. power sources and associated i
distribution systems during operation ensures that sufficient power will be-
available to supply the safety related equipment required for (1) the safe
shutdown of the facility and (2) the mitigation and control of accident
conditions within the facility. The minimum specified independent and
redundant A.C. and D.C. power sources and distribution systems satisfy the
requirements of General Design Criteria 17 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.

I
The ACTION requirements specified for the levels of degradation of the

power sources provide restriction upon continued facility operation
commensurate with the level of degradation. ACTION statements have been
included in the specification to cover all situations where either one A.C.
source or a combinatic of two A.C. sources are inoperable. ACTION statements
e, e, and f are intended to be followed to cespletten once entered and should
not be exited until both A.C. sources are restored. The OPERABILITY of the
power sources are consistent with the initial condition assumptions of the
accident analyses and are based upon maintaining at least Division I or II of
the onsite A.C. and D.C. power sources and associated distribution systems.-

$ OPERABLE during accident conditions coincident with an assumed loss of offsite
power' and sing' e failure of one of the two.ensite A.C. sources. Division III
supplies the high pressure core spray (HPCS) system only.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum specified A.C. and D.C. power sources and
associated distribution systems during shutdoun and refueling ensures that

I (1) the facility can be maintained in the shutdown or refue19ng condition for
extended time periods and (2) sufficient instrumentation and control capability

SH5ER is available for monitoring and maintaining the unit status.
N /The surveillance requirements for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of sne

diesel generators are in accordance with the recommendations of Regulatory
Guide 1.9, " Selection of Diesel Generator Set Capacity for Standby Power
Supplies," March 10, Ig71, with the exception noted in Appendix 8 to the FSAR,
and Regulatory Guide 1.108, " Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator Units Used

Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants." Revision 1 Auoust

4

The tests listed below are a means of determining whether new fuel oli is
of the appropriate grade and has not been contaminated with substances that
would have an immediate, detrimental impact en diesel engine
combustion / operation. If results from these tests are within acceptable
limits, the fuel oil may be added to the storage tanks without concern for .
contaminating the entire volume of fuel oil in the storage tanks. The tests,
limits, and applicable American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) standards
are as follows:

Sample the new fuel oil in accordance with ASTM-04057-88;a.

| b. Verify in accordance with the tests specified in ASTM-D975-88 that the
sample has a water and sediment content of less than or equal to 0.05I

j volume percent s.nd a kinematic viscosity at 40 *C of greater than or equal
l to 1.9 but less than or equal to 4.1.

LA SALLE UNIT 2 B 3/4 8-1 Amendment No. 81
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Insert 2F ~

The surveillance requirements for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the
diesel genuitors are based on the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.9,
Revision 3, " Selection, Design, Qualification, and Testing of Emergency Diesel .
Generator Units Used as Class 1E Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear
Power Plants", July 1953, with the exception noted in Appendix B to the UFSAR.
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ATTACHMENT B-2

F

PROPOSED CHANGES TO APPENDIX A, i
!TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS, OF FACILITY

OPERATING LICENSES NPF-37 AND NPF-66, '

BYRON STATION UNITS 1 & 2

,'

I

Revision to: XI
3/4 8-1
3/4 8-2
3/4 8-3
3/4 8-4
3/4 8-5*
3/4 8-6
3/4 8-7
3/4 8-8 :

B 3/4 8-1

i .

)

|

* This page is provided for information only; there are no changes. |
|

|

|
l

I

|
1
l

.
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

1

|

SECTION PAGE {

l
3/4.7.12 AREA TEMPERATURE MONITORING.............................. 3/4 7-30
TA8LE 3.7-6 . AREA TEMPERATURE MONITORING........................... 3/4 7-31 -

|
1

-
. .

1

'

3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
_. . .

,

. ;

3/4.8.1 A.C. SOURCES ;
0perating................................................ 3/4 8-1 ;

TA8LE 4.8-1 DIESEt-GENERATOR-TEST-6GHEDUtf. J.TH.'.'.1^".'. .". ! .*.D. . . . . 3/4 8-8 i.
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Shutdown................................................. 3/4 8-9
'
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

3/4.8.1 A.C. SOURCES
4

OPERATING

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

Each Class IE 4160 volt bus capable of being powered from:a.

1) Either transformer of a given units nomal System Auxiliary
Transformer bank, and

2) Either transformer of the other units System Auxiliary
Transformers bank, with

Each units System Auxiliary Transformer bank energized from an
independent transmission circuit.

b. Two separate and independent diesel generators, each with:

1) A separate day tank containing a minimum volume of 450 gallons
of fuel,

2) A separate Fuel Oil Storage System containing a minimum volume
of 44,000 gallons of fuel, and

'

3) A separate fuel transfer pump. '

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

| ACTION: -

.

With either an offsite circuit or diesel generator of the abovea.

required A.C. electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performing Specification
4.8.1.1.la within 1 hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter;We,A = and Spcific:ti:n '.S.I.1.2.:.' eith" 2' heer:;Re:estore at least two
offsite circuits and two diesel generators to OPERABLE status within-
72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and
in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b. With one offsite circuit and one diesel generator of the above
required A.C. electrical power sources inopeiable, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performing Specifications
4.8.1.1.la within 1 hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter.end

in3 A 4 eat 40r. '.S.I.1.2.:.' eith 9 8 he rs;D estore at least one of
the inoperable sources to OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be iri at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN withinthe following 30 hours. Restore at least two offsite circuits and[ two diesel generators to OPERABLE status within 72 hours from the

| time of initial loss or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.
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Insert A-1

If the inoperable component is the diesel generator and the diesel generator
became inoperable due to any cause other than an inoperable support system, an !

independently testable component, or preplanned maintenance or testing, I

demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining OPERABLE diesel generator by '
1

' performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 24 hours, unless thee

i
. absence of any potential common mode fai|ure for the remaining diesel generator is''

demonstrated.

,

insert A-2 i,

if the diesel generator became inoperable due to any cause other than an
inoperable support system, an independently testable component, or preplanned
maintenance or testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining OPERABLE

,

diesel generator by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 8,

hours, unless the absence of any potential common mode failure for the remaining
diesel generator is demonstrated.

!
,

!

:

I
,

i

:

!
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 1

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
.

ACTION (Continued) '

With one diesel generator inoperable in addition to ACTION a. or b. 'ic.
above, verify that:-

.

1. All required systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices
that depend on the remaining OPERABLE diesel generator as a
source of emergency power are also OPERABLE, and

. 2. When in MODE 1, 2, or 3,.the diesel-driven auxiliary feedwater
pump is OP

LE and the other Unit's A Diesel Generator isOPERABLE,- f the inoperable diesel generator is the emergency
power supply for the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump.

If these conditions are not satisfied within 2' hours be in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within thefollowing 30 hours.,

,

'
d.

With two of the above required offsite A.C. circuits inoperableg
. demonstrate the OPEPaaILI" ef tua diesel eneeetees by p=rfe= fag-.-

-Spec 44tcation '.8.1.1.2a.4) uithia e heers, enless the diesel-genera
-etors-are-aireat eperating; restore at least one of the inoperable
offsite sources to OPERABLE status within 24 hours or be in at least
HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours. With only one offsite source
restored, restore at least two offsite circuits to OPERABLE status

-

within 72 hours from time of initial loss or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following

-

30 hours.

With two of the above required diesel generators inoperable,e.

demonstrate the OPERABILITY of two offsite A.C. circuits by perform-
ing Specification 4.8.1.1.la. within 1 hour and at least once per
8 hours thereaf ter; restore at least one of the inoperable diesel
generators to OPERABLE status within 2 hours ~or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within thefollowing 30 hours. Restore at least two diesel generators to
OPERABLE status within 72 hours from time of initial loss. or be in
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWNwithin the following 30 hours.

;;p
2Unt44-2-yearsr-af-ter-issuance-of-an-eperat4ag44 cense for Unit-1-the-Unit 2, ^_ diesel-generater =ust be-upable of providing peeer te ber 141, end-the LC0

--ACT40N-and-SURVEILLANCE-eequirements-of-Specificat4 ens--3/4r8vir3-shall be q

--applicabler---Subsequentlyr-LC04r8viv1-b.1), 2), :nd 3), nd-Survei4hnce---Requirement: 4.Srivir2-shal4-be-appl 4 cable to-the Unit 2, *. diesel-as-applicable
- for-demonstrating-that-the-Unit-2r4-diesel-4s-OPERABLE-es-en-emerger.cy pwer
-supply-for-the-Unit 4-motor-driven-aux 444ary-feedwater pe=p,=

;

*
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.1.1.1 Each of the above required independent circuits between the offsite
transmission network and the Onsite Class IE Distribution System shall be:'

Detemined OPERABLE at least once per 7 days by verifying correct-a.

breaker alignments, indicated power availability, and

Demonstra' ted OPERABLE at least once per 18 months'during shutdown by
b.

transferring manually unit power supply from the normal circuit to
the alternate circuit.

4.8.1.1.2
,. k. h..t%. __..*M. z. N... *. $..\ s aEach die {el generator p ll be demonstrated OPERA 8 lei

.. . a.. . , -...-..W ., .-...s..s. .a
a. ..

..-u..- ,..- on a
...

r .

STAGGERED TEST BASIS by:
... ; .

1) Verifying the fuel level in the day tank,
2) Verifying the fuel level in the fuel storage tank,
3) Verifying the fuel transfer pump starts and transfers fuel from

the storage system to the day tank,
4) Verifying the diesel starts from ambiet condition and accelerates

to at least 600 rpm in less than or em1 to 10 seconds.* The
generator voltage and frequency shall be 4160 ?,420 volts and
60 + 1.2 Hz within 10 seconds" after.the start signal. The
diesel generator shall be started for this test by using one of*

the following signals:
a) Manual, or .

b) Simulated loss of ESF bus voltage by itself, or
c) Simulate'd loss of ESF bus voltage in conjunction with an

ESF actuation test signal, or'

d) An ESF actuation test signal by itself.
).

orb d Verifying the generator is synchronized, loaded to greater than
or equal to 5500 kW in hs: th= 07 q=1 t: 50 :ecinds2., operatesN vma0 M W'

with a loaa greater snan'or equal to 5500 kW for at leastreco e c,*A e **J 60 minutes, and
6) Verifying the diesel generator is aligned to provide standby

power to the associated ESF busses.
b. At least once per 31 days and after each operation of the diesel

where the period of operation was greater than or equal to 1 hour by
checking for and removing accumulated water from the day tanks; ,

*The diesel generator start (10 sec) from ambient conditions shall be performed
at least once per 184 days in these surveillance tests. All other engine starts
for the purpose of this surveillance testing may be preceded by an engine pre-
lube period and/or other warmup procedures recommended by the manufacturer so
that mechanical stress and wear on the diesel engine is minimized.

.
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ELECTRICAL POWER _ SYSTEMS
.

SURVEILLANCE RE REMENTS (Continued)

At least once per 31' days by checking for and removing accumu1ated
~

c.
water from the fuel oil storage tanks;

,

d. By sampling new fuel oil in accordance with ASTM-D4057 prior t'o
addition to storage tanks and:

,

1) By verifying-in accordance with the tests specified in
ASTM-D975-81 prior to addition to the storage-tanks that the

,

sample has: ;

a) An API Gravity of within 0.3 degrees at 60*F, or a j
specific gravity of within 0.0016 at 60*F, when |compared to the supplier's certificate, or an absolute i

specific gravity at 60*F of greater than or equal to
.

0.83 but less than or equal to 0.89, or an API gravity of I

greater than or equal to 27 degrees but less than or |equal to 39 degrees;

b) A kinematic viscosity at 40*C of greater than or equal to
1.9 centistokes, but less than or equal to 4.1
centistokes, if the gravity was not determined by
comparison with the supplier's certification;

c) A flash point equal to or greater than 125'F; and
d) A clear and bright appearance with proper color when

tested in accordance with ASTM-D4176-82.

2) By verifying within 30 days of obtaining the sample that the other
properties specified in Table 1 of ASTM-D975-81 are met when
tested in accordance with ASTM-D975-81 except that the analysis
for sulfur may be performed in accordance with ASTM-D1552-79 or
ASTM-D2622-82.

At least once every 31 days by obtaining a sample of fuel oil 'from thee.
storage tank, in accordance with ASTM-D2276-78, and verifying that total
particulate contamination is less than 10 mg/ liter when checked in
accordance with ASTM-D2276-78, Method A.

'

Atleastonceper18 months,buringshutdown,by: |f.

tw .o .

1) Rjectin;; th; di;::1 t: :n in:p::ti:n in ::::rd:n:: with
pr;;;dur;; prep:r:d in ;;njunct4:n with it: ::nufacturer's -
reeemmendatien; for thi; class ef ster 4 service,

2) Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of greater i
than or equal to 1034 kW while maintaining voltage at 4160
420 volts and frequency at 60 + 4.5 Hz, (transient state), ;

_

i 60 1 1.2 Hz (steady state). 1.

i
s - = _ I

Mhe pec4f4ed 18 =enth interval-may 5: xtended-tc 31 enths-for-Cycle 1 enty-

BYRON - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4 8-4 Amendment No. ,11'
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS.

SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS (Continued)

3) Verifying the diesel generator capability to re[act a load ofl
5500 W without tripping. The generator voltage shall not
exceed 4784 volts during and following the load rejection,

,

4) Steulating a loss of ESF bus voltage by itself,' and: '

a) Verifying de-energization of the ESF busses and load,

.

shedding from the ESF busses, and

b) Verifying the diesel starts on the auto-start signal,
energizes the ESF busses with permanently connected

*

loads within 10 seconds, energizes the auto-connected-

safe shutdown loads through the lead sequencing timer and
operates for greater than or equal to 5 minutes while its
generator is loaded with the shutdown loads. Aftkr
energization, the steady-state voltage and frequency of~
the ESF busses shall be maintained at 4160 + 420 volts-

and 60 + 1.2 Hz during this test. ~

.

-

5) Verifying that on an ESF Actuation test signal without loss
of ESF bus voltages, the diesel generator starts on the auto-
start signal and operates on standby for greater than or equalto 5 minutes. The generator voltage and frequency shall be'

4160 + 420
volts and 60 + 1.2 Hz within 10 seconds after the

auto-start signal; the $ nerator steady state generator voltage
and frequency shall be maintained within these limits duringthis test;

6) Staulating a loss of ESF bus voltage in conjunction with an
ESF Actuation test signal, and
a) Verifying deenergization of the ESF busses and load 1

ishedding from the ESF busses;
b) Verifying the diesel starts on the auto-start signal,

energizes the ESF busses with permanently connected
loads within 10 seconds, energizes the auto-connected
emergency (accident) loads through the LOCA sequencer and
operates for greater than or equal to 5 minutes while

lits generator is loaded with emergency loads. After
energization, the steady-state voltage and frequency of *

the ESF busses shall be maintained at 4160 + 420 volts ,

and 60 + 1.2 Hz during this test; and, ~

c) Verifying that all automatic diesel generator. trips,
except engine overspeed and generator differential, are

!automatically bypassed upon loss-of-voltage on the emergency !
'

bus concurrent with a Safety Injection Actuation signal.;

l
.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) !

!

7) Verifying the diesel generator operates for at least 24 hours.
During the first 2 hours of this test, the _ diesel generator load-
ing shall be equivalent to the 2-hour rating of 6050 kW" and during
the remaining 22 hours of this test, the diesel generator shall i

be loaded to greater than or equal to 5500 kW. . The generator
voltage and frequency shall be 4160 + 420 volts and 60 + 1.2 Hz'

within 10 seconds after the start signal; the steady-state
generator voltage and frequency shall be maintained within
these limits during this test. Within 5 minutes after completing4,$,1.|.1A this 24-hour test, perfom Specification /.".1.1.2f.5}b);**

8) Verifying that the auto connected loads to each diesel generator'

do not exceed the 2000-hour rating of 5935 kW;
9) Verifying the diesel generator's capability to:

a) Synchronize with the offsite power source while the
generator is loaded with its emergency loads upon a
simulated restoration of offsite power, ;

b) Transfer its loads to the offsite power source, and
,

c) Be restored to its standby status. i
.

10) Verifying that,with the diesel generator operating in a test
mode, connected to its bus,'a simulated Safety Injection signal '

overrides the test mode by: (1) returning the diesel generator
to standby operation and (2) automatically energizing the

-

emergency loads with offsite power;

11) Verifying that the fuel transfer pump transfers fuel from each
fuel storage tank to the day tank of each diesel via the

;

installed cross-connection lines;

12)' Verifying that the automatic LOCA and Shutdown sequence timer
is OPERABLE with the interval between each load block withini 10% of its design interval; and

l
.

,

* Instantaneous loads of 6050 kW (+0, -150) are acceptable as equivalent to the
2-hour rating provided voltage and frequency requirements and cooling system i

4.5.u LO functioning requirements are verified to be within design limits at 6050 kW. j

**If Specificationi.".1.1.2f.5)b) is not satisfactorily completed, it is not |
!necessary to repeat the preceding 24-hour test. Instead, the diesel generator

may be operated at 5500 kW for 1 hours or until operating temperature hasstabilized. 2
I
i

*

BYRON - UNITS 1 & 2 3/4 8-6 Ame6' w.. |
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ELECTRICAL POWE'R SYSTEMS

i

. SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) .

|

.13) Verifying that the following diesel generator lockout features
!

1

c prevent diesel generator starting only when required:
)

a) Turning gear' engaged, and- e

b) Emergency stop.
. r

g. At least once per 10 years or after any modifications which could
iaffect diesel generator interdependence by starting both diesel

generators simultaneously, during shutdown, and verifying that both
' diesel generators accelerate to at least 600 rpm in less than or jequal to 10 seconds;

!'
h. At least once per 10 years by: 'i

1) Draining each fuel oil storage tank, removirig the accumulated
sediment and cleaning the tank using a sodium hypochlorite'

solution, and ;

j- 2) Performing a pressure test of those portions of the diesel fuel
i

'

oil system designed to Section III, subsection ND of the ASME
!

i

o

Code at a test pressure equal to 110 percent of the system
design pressure.

dtleastonceper31daysby:1.
1

#1) Verifying the capability of crosstiaing the Unit A diesel<

generator to Bus'141 by independently performing the following: ;'

a) Synchronizing the Unit 2, A diesel generator to' Bus -241. Ib) Closing breaker 1414, and.
c) Closing breaker 2414. 1

'
- 1

##2) Verifying the capability of crosstieing the Unit 1 A diesel generator I
to Bus 241 by independently performing the following: *

a) Synchronizing the Unit 1, A diesel. generator to Bus 141,
b) Closing breaker 1414, and
c) Closing breaker 2414.

!
dtleastonceper18monthsby:j.

.

#i) Crosstieing the 2A diesel generator to Bus 141.
##2) Crosstieing the 1A diesel generator to Bus 241.

4.8.1.1.3 hpert: - ^11 di:;e1 g:nerater failure:, valid er asn ve14dr-she14-
.be-repor-ted u the C---issier peree:nt te S4%enl-gener.ator-fel1*re- -"'' '--' " *"p::f *ic:tien s. 9. 2. Sports-of.'

<-f:-.:t' , ;; m ' i, a:galet e l

.Pesitier C_3_ b ef Segulatery Guide 1_ laa, nevisier 1, er;ect 1977 If the
n,-h.c nf fat 1iees in the-lest inn valid tests 'en : p:- ne:10:r : .it b::f:) -ic greatee thea ea"el ta 7, the re pet -he'' be en iemented-to i.:1;d: '5:a '-

'

addit 4enal-informat4on rec: :nded in hgulatory-Posit 4en-C.3.b ef hguietory-
-6tride-1-108 -Revis(en 1, ". ;u:t-1gM. ( M . g) Sed)7

A hi; surveillen : nly ;ppli:: to MODES 1, 2, :nd 3 :nd i: n t :pplicab!:-
--until 2 y::r: fter i::::::e-ef :n g r: ting 'icene: fer Unit 1.-
#0nly required for Unit 1 operation in MODES 1, 2, or 3.

##0nly required for Unit 2 operation in MODES 1, 2, or 3.

.
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Trblo 4.8-1 j

-OH&EL OENE",ATOR TEST 00 :E00LE-

!-NU"SER Of TAILDREG-I#-
|-LAST 20-VALID TESTS * TE';T rac00ENCY
!
i

--51-- -At4*ast cr.:: per 31 d;ys - !

-t,2-- -At-4 east-ence per 7 d:y:** !
;

!

(Th|5 TABLE NOT VSE D) !
-

.

4

.

.

,

C

"CMria or determining number of failures and number of valid tests ha-be in ac
Revision 1, Augu (st 197 M here the number of tests andth Regulatory Position C.2.e of Regulatoide'l 08,

Mee

es is determinedon a per diesel generatcr ' ashb
only valid tests conducted after theFor the pu yrpo 2 his test schedule,

erTon of the preoperational test
requirements of Regulatory GuidJ-1 Rev 1977, shall be included ine , ,

the computation of the "1.ast-2T valid tests."
**This test fr enc 7siIai be maintained until seven consecutive(A re freedemands have en performed and the number of failures in the last 2 d,Aafiifs has been reduced to one or less. s

.
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS ?

BASES i

!

3/4.8.1, 3/4.8.2 and 3/4.8.3
A.C. SOURCES, D.C. SOURCES, and ONSITE POWERDISTRIBUTION !

,

I

!
The OPERABILITY of the A.C. and D.C power sources and associated

distribution systems during operation ensures that sufficient power will be
available to supply the safety-related equipment required for: (1) the safe

i

;

shutdown of the facility, and (2) the mitigation and control of accident condi-tions within the facility. !The minimum specified independent and redundant
A.C. and D.C. power sources and distribution systems satisfy the requirements :

of General Design Criterion 17 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50. i

The ACTION requirements specified for the levels of degradation of 'de
with the level of degradation. power sources provide restriction upon continued facility operation cemensurate

The OPERABILITY of the power sources are
consistent with the initial condition assumptions of the safety analyus and
are based upon maintaining at least one redundant set of onsite A.C. anu D.C.
power sources and associated distribution systems OPERABLE during accider,t
conditions coincident with an assumed loss of-offsite power and single failure
of the other onsite A.C. source. The A.C. and D.C. source allowable out-o,-
service times are based on Regulatory Guide 1.93, " Availability of ElectricalPower Sources," December 1974.

When one diesel generator is inoperable, there
is an additional ACTION requirement to verify that all required systems,
subsystems, trains, components and devices, that depend on the remaining
OPERABLE diesel generator as a source of emergency power, are also OPERABLE, ;

and that the diesel-driven auxiliary feedwater pump is OPERABLE. r

ment is intended to provide assurance that a loss-of offsite power event willThis require-
not result in 'a complete loss af safety function of critical systems during
the period one of the diesel generators is inoperable. The term verify as used
in this context means to administrative 1y check by examining logs or other
information to determine if certain components are out-of-service for maintenanceor other reasons. It does not mean to perform the Surveillance Requirements
needed to demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the component.

The OPERABILITY of the minimum specified A.C. and D.C. power sources 'and
associated distribution systems during shutdown and refueling ensures that:
(1) the facility can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition for
extended time periods, and (2) sufficient instrumentation and control capability
is available for monitoring and maintaining the unit status.

g.dieselgeneraoserMbe S rveillance Requirements for demonstrating t'he OPERABILITpYhe'
Guides 1.9, " Selection o accordance with the recommendatio s-of-ReigulatoryebG erator Set apa for Standby Power

-, *

b Supplies," March 10, 1971, 1.108, " n ting of Diesel Generator UnitsUsed as Onsite Electric stems at Nuclear o- s," Revision 1,August 1977 " Fuel-011 Systems for Standby Diesel. , en en"Jesision~T~ October 1979. '

The station chose its largest emergency load to be the SX pump. The
maximumBHPoftheSXpumpis1247pegSARTable8.3-1. A BHP of 1247
corresponds to a load of 1034 kW.

. *

BYRON - UNITS 1 & 2 B 3/4 8-1 bdw). A.
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insert B >

;

The surveillance requirements for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the
diesel generators are based on the recommendations in Revision 3 of Regulatory

.

Guide 1.9, " Selection, Design, Qualification, and Testing of Emergency Diesel i

Generator Units used as Class 1E Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power
|Plants," with the exceptions noted in Appendix A to the UFSAR, and in Revision 1
i

of Regulatory Guide 1.137, " Fuel-Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators."
i
!

,
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ATTACHMENT B-3

,

PROPOSED CHANGES TO APPENDlX A,
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS, OF FACILITY

OPERATING LICENSES NPF-72 AND NPF-77,
BRAIDWOOD STATION UNITS 1 & 2

:

Revision to: XI
3/4 8-1 !

3/4 8-2
3/4 8-3
3/4 8-4
3/4 8-5*
3/4 8-6 -

-

3/48-7
3/4 8-8
B 3/4 8-1

,

;

:

* This page is provided for information only; there are no changes,
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LINITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION AND SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
i

,

,

SECTION PAGE I

|

3/4.7.10 (This specification number is not used.)................. 3/4 7-28

TA8LE 3.7-5 (This table number is not used.)...................... 3/4 7-29
3/4.7.11 (This specifiation number is not used.).................. 3/4 7-30

3/4.7.12 AREA TEMPERATURE MONITORING.............................. 3/4 7-31

TABLE 3.7-6 AREA TEMPERATURE MONITORING........................... 3/4 7-32

3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

I

3/4.8.1 A.C. SOURCES |
Operating................................................ 3/4 8-1 |

TABLE 4.8-1 DIESE m .. W if..O.4!r..?!..w/.'.'O 3/4 8-8
Shutdown................................................. 3/4 8-9
0perating................................................ 3/4 8-9a

3/4.8.2 D.C. SOURCES

0perating................................................ 3/4 8-10

TABLE 4.8-2 BATTERY SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS..................... 3/4 8-12

Shutdown................................................. 3/4 8-13

3/4.8.3 ONSITE POWER DISIRIBUTION

0perating................................................ 3/4 8-14'

.

.

Shutdown................................................. 3/4 8-16

3/4.8.4 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES

Containment Penetration Conductor Overcurrent

Protective Devices.. .................................. 3/4 8-17

TABLE 3.8-la CONTAINMENT PENETRATION CONDUCTOR

OVERCURRENT FR0TECTIVE DEVICES (UNIT 1)............. 3/4 8-19

TABLE 3.8-lb CONTAIMENT PENETRATION CONOUCTOR

OVERCURRENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES (UNIT 2)............. 3/4 8-29

Motor-0perated Valves Thermal Overload Protection

Devices................................................ 3/4 8-39
.
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS-

3/4.8.1 A.C. SOURCES

OPERATING
'

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

a. Each Class IE 4160 volt bus capable of being powered from:
1

1) Either transformer of a given units normal System Auxiliary i

Transformer bank, and

2) Either transformer of the other units System Auxiliary
Transformers bank, with

'

Each units System Auxiliary Transformer bank energized from an
independent transmission circuit,

b. Two separate and independent diesel generators, each with:

1) A separate day tank containing a minimum volume of 450 gallons
of fuel,

2) A separate Fuel Oil Storage System containing a minimum volume
of 44,000 gallons of fuel, and

( 3) A separate fuel transfer pump.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTION:

a. With either an offsite circuit or diesel generator of the above
required A.C. electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performing Specification

4.8.1.1.la within 1 hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter;twof and O::f fic:ti:n ' *.1.1.2.:.' eith'- 2' 5::=;Er' store at leastf J,u, / A , e
| *j offsite circuits and two diesel generators to OPERABLE status within
| 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and

in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

b. With one offsite circuit and one diesel generator of the above
required A.C. electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performing Specifications

T-n 4.8.1.1.la within 1 hour and at least once per 8 hours thereafter, end-
g,; /\-y9 Specificatier. '.C.1.1.2.; ' withi; " 5::=;R/estore at least one of

the inoperable sources to OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6' hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within
the following 30 hours. Restore at least two offsite circuits and
two diesel generators to OPERABLE status within 72 hours from the
time of initial loss or be in at least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.
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If the inoperable component is the diesel generator and the diesel generator became
'

inoperable due to any cause other than an inoperable support system, an
independently testable component, or preplanned maintenance or testing, demonstrate |
the OPERABILITY of the remaining OPERABLE diesel generator by performing
Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 24 hours, unless the absence of any,

,

potential common mode failure for the remaining diesel generator is demonstrated. !
'

, j

~

Insert A-2
..
1

If the diesel generator became inoperable due to any cause other than an inoperable
support system, an independently testable component, or preplanned maintenance or .;
testing, demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the remaining OPERABLE diesel generator
by performing Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 8 hours, unless the

,

'

absence of any potential common mode failure for the remaining diesel generator is.

demonstrated.

.

.

:
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!ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS -

i

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION ,

i
:

. ACTION (Continued) i
,

c. With one diesel generator inoperable in addition to ACTION a. or b. |
above, verify that: i- . .

1. All required systems, subsystems, trains, components and devices I

that depend on the remaining OPERABLE diesel generator as a '

source of emergency power are also OPERABLE, and :

2. When in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the diesel-driven auxiliary feedwater
pump is OPERABLE and the other Unit's A Diesel Generator is i
OPERABLE, if the inoperable diesel generator'is the emergency J

.

'

power supply for the motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump. ;

If these conditions are not satisfied within 2 hours be in at least e

HOT STANDBY within the next 6 ho.urs and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the
following 30 hours.

d. With two of the above required offsite A.C. circuits inoperablef y
d;;;n:tr:t: th: 0" ~ ?ILITY ef t e 41.. 1 v .....tv.. vi v.,iv .iny ;

'

e
Spec 4f4 cation i.S.1.1.20. t) with'- S 5::r:, 2:1::: the di:::1 ;:n:r- '

:t:r: r: :!r::dy ;;;r: ting; restore at least one of the inoperable i

offsite sources to OPERABLE status within 24 hours or be in at least i

HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours. With only one offsite_ source !

restored, restore at least two offsite circuits to OPERABLE status |

within 72 hours from time of initial loss or be in at least HOT STANDBY
within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following

,

30 hours. i

e. With two of the abovt required diesel generators inoperable, i

demonstrate the OPERABILITY of two offsite A.C. circuits by perform- )ing Specification 4.8.1.1.la. within I hour and at least once per i

8 hours thereafter; restore at least one of the inoperable diesel !

Igenerators to OPERABLE status within 2 hours or be in at least HOT
STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the .

following 30 hours. Restora at least two diesel generators to !

OPERABLE status within 72 hours from time of initial loss or be in j
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN ,

within the following 30 hours.

3

h

t

,

!

i

k !

l i

( |

(
> \
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, ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS I
'

:
t

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
.

4.8.1.1.1 Each of the above required independent circuits between the offsite
transmission network and the Onsite Class 1E Distribution System shall be:

Determined OPERABLE at least once per 7 days by verifying correcta.
breaker alignments, indicated power availability, and

b. Demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months during shutdown by
transferring manually unit power supply from the normal circuit to^

the alternate circuit.
7

Each diesel generator shall demonstrated OPERABLE:
,.Akbh!L2h%fRa3LEptYL-a->a4.8.1.1.2 '

- a l ,.m . ,a,

' ' " ~ ~ ~ ~ " ",'
[TAdd5ItED EI5T 8EIS"by5

1) Verifying the fuel level in the day tank,
.

2) Verifying the fuel level in the fuel storage tank,

3) Verifying the fuel transfer pump starts'and transfers fuel from
the storage system to the day tank,

4) Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition and accelerctes
to at least 600 rps in less than or equal to 10 seconds." The
generator voltage and frequency shall be 4160 + 420 volts and
60 + 1.2 Hz within 10 seconds * after the start signal. . The '

diesel generator shall be started for this test by using one of
the following signals: . ,,

a) Manual, or

b) Simulated loss.of ESF bus voltage by itself, or

c) Simulated loss of ESF bus voltage in conjunction with an
ESF actuation test signal, or

d) An ESF actuation test signal by itself.

5) Verifying the generator is synchronized, loaded to greater than
u 14ior equal to 5500 kW in l'h S= : : ;ri ' ' 50 :::: .t*, operatesv

auerJ*w<
4, g,u.ph,y }with a load greater than or equal to 5500 kW for at least

"nce * M " Verifying the diesel generator is aligned to provide standby
'

!

6)
power to the associated ESF busses.

At least once per 31 days and after each operation of the dieselb.
where the period of operation was greater than or equal to I hour by
checking for and removing accumulated water from the day tanks;

"The diesel generator start (10 sec) from ambient cor.ditions shall be performed
at least once per 184 days in these surveillance tests. All other engine starts
for the purpose of this surveillance testing may be preceded by an engine pre-
lube period and/or other warmup procedures recommended by the manufacturer so,

, that mechanical stress and wear on the diesel engine is minimized.
,

amaramna - egET51 & 2 3/49-3
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' ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
'- " ' ' '

'[. ..

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

' At least once per 31 days by checking-for and removing accumulated !
c.

water from the fuel oil storage tanks;
i

d. By sampling new fuel oil in accordance with ASTM-D4057 prior to
addition to storage tanks and:

,

1) By verifying in accordance with the tests specified in
ASTM-D975-81 prior to addition to.the storage tanks that the
sample has:

a)' An API Gravity of within 0.3 degrees at 60*F, or a
,specific gravity of within 0.0016 at 60*F, when
!compared to the supplier's certificate, or an absolute
ispecific gravity at 60*F of greater than or equal to

0.83 but less than or equal to 0.89, or an~ API gravity of
greater than or equal to 27 degrees but less than or
equal to 39 degrees;

b) A kinematic viscosity at 40*C of greater'than or equal to
1.9 centistokes, but less than or equal to 4.1

;
centistokes, if the gravity was not determined by
comparison with the supplier's certification;,

c) A flash point equal to or greater than 125'F; and

d) A clear and bright appearance with proper color when
tested in accordaace with ASTM-D4176-82.

2) By verifying wi' thin 30 days of obtaining the sample that the other
properties specified in Table 1 of ASTM-0975-81 are met when
tested in accordance with ASTM-D975-81 except that the analysis
for sulfur may be performed in accordance with ASTM-D1552-79 or
ASTM-D2622-82.

At least once every 31 days by obtaining a sample of fuel oil from thee.

storage tank, in accordance with ASTM-D2276-78, and verifying that total ~ <
'

particulate contamination is less than 10 mg/ liter when checked in
'accordance with ASTM-D2276-78, Method A.

At least once $er 18 months,/ uring shutdown, by:f. d
(N,+ as.A Mg |_

1) Subjecting the diesel to an inspection in accordance with '

procedures prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's
recommendations for this class of standby service,
, - - .w ___

2) Verifying the generator capability to reject a load of greater
than or equal to 1034 kW while maintaining voltage at
4160 + 420 volts and frequency at 60 1 4.5 Hz, (transient
statel,6011.2Hz(steadystate).

*The :; :ified 1S :::th St:rt:1.:y 5: ::t::d:d t: 28 :::th: f:- Cy:101 enly.
f.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS. ,

,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Con'tinued). . -

:

3) Verifying the diesel generator capability to reject a load of ' ;
5500 kW without tripping. The generator voltage shall not '

exceed 4784 volts during and following the load rejection,
;

4) Slaulating a loss of ESF bus' voltage by itself, and:, ,

.
. i

a) Verifying de-energization of the ESF busses and load
shedding free the E5F busses, and4

b) Verifying the diesel starts on the auto-start ' signal,
'energizes the ESF busses with permanently connected -|

loads within 10 seconds, energizes the auto-connected |
safe shutdown loads through the load sequencing timer and i

operates for greater than or equal to 5 minutes while its
: generator is loaded with the shutdown loads. After
! energization, the steady-state voltage and frequency of

.

the ESF busses shall be maintained at 4160 + 420 volts '

~

and 60 1 1.2 Hz during this test.
e
,

~

.
"

h) vertfying that on an ESF Actuation test signal ~witho'ut loss<

'
of ESF bus volt'ges, the diesel generator starts on the auto-a
start signal and operates on standby for greater than or equal<

'
to 5 minutes. The generator voltage and frequency shall be ;

-

, 4160 + 420 volts and 60 + 1.2 Hz within 10 seconds after the '

'

auto-start signal; the generator steady state generator voltage I
and frequency shall be maintained within these limits during
this test;

5) Sloulating a loss of ESF bus voltage in conjunction with an
ESF Actuation test signal, and

a) Verifying deenergization of the ESF busses and loadi

shedding from the ESF busses;

b) Verifying the diesel starts on the auto-start signal,
energizes the ESF busses'with permanently connected
loads within 10 seconds, energizes the auto-connected I

emergency (accident) loads through the LOCA sequencer and |

operates for greater than or equal to 5 minutes while
its generator is loaded with emergency loads. After
energitation, the steady-state voltage and frequency of
the ESF busses shall be enintained at 4160 + 420 volts

~

and 60 1 1.2 Hz during this test; and
c) Verifying that all automatic diesel generator trips, )

except engine overspeed and generator differential, are
|automatically bypassed upon loss-of-voltage on the emergency ;

bus concurrent with a Safety Injection Actuation signal. ;

'

!.

|
1

l
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ELECTRICAL POWER $YsTEMS
'

[ l
"

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued). ;
'

i
!

7) Verifying the diesel generator operates for at.least 24 hours.
~

'

During the first 2 hours of this test, the diesel generator load . -

ing shall be equivalent to the 2-hour rating of 6050 W" and during.,

>

the remaining 22 hours of this test, the~ diesel generator shall
be loaded to greater than or equal to 5500 W. The generator >

voltage and frequency shall be 4160 + 420 volts and 60 2 1.2 Hz -

within 10 seconds after the start signal; the steady state
generator voltage and frequency shall be maintained within
these lief ts during this test. Within 5 minutes after completing9 this 24-hour test. perform S-ificatiodj.S.1.1.??.5)5);**

4 I I l,2 4 Y
8) Verifying that the auto-connected loads to each diesel generator

do not exceed the 2000-hour rating of 5935.W;
9) Verifying the diesel generator's capability to: ,

a) Synchronize with the offsite power source while the !
~ generator is loaded with its emergency loads upon a

simulated restoration of offsite power, |
1

h) Tnnsf+r its led t.u.1hs..cff:!ta-;;=wer scurec, sno,

c) Se restored to its standby status.
*

i

10) Verifying that with the diesel generator operating in a test {ande, connected to its bus, a simulated Safety Injection signal
overrides the test mode by: (1) returning the diesel generator
to standby operation and (2) automatically energizing the
emergency loads with offsite power;-

'

11) Verifying that the fuel transfer pump transfers fuel from each
fuel storage tank to the' day tank of each diesel via the
installed cross-connection lines;

*

12) Verifying that the automatic LOCA and Shutt$wn sequence timer
is OPERA 8LE with the interval between each load block within 1* 105 of its design interval; and

!
,

|
.

4

" Instantaneous loads of 6050 W (4, -150) are acceptable as equivalent to the
2-hour rating provided voltage and frequency requirements and cooling system ,

A functioning requirements are verified to be within design 11elts at 6050 W.
,

's
'/. 5'.l.l.2. AM ' ==If Specification e.i.1.1.:f.5)t) is not satisfactorily completed, it is not

necessary to repeat the preceding 24-hour test. Instead, the diesel generator
may be operated at 5500 W for+ hour $or until operating temperature has
stabilized. 2

. .

.
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ELECTRICAL. POWER SYSTEMS
t-

,
'

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) -

|

.

-!

,13) Verifying that the following diesel generator lockout features
,

prevent diesel generator starting only when required
'; , a) Turning gear engaged,~and |

b) Emergency stop. j,

g. At least once per 10 years or after any modifications which could ;

affect diesel generator interdependence by starting both diesel *

generators simultaneously, during shutdown, and verifying that both
diesel generators accelerate to at least 600 rps in less than or ,

equal to 10 seconds; !

h. At least once per 10 years by:

1) Draining each fuel oil storage tank, removing the accumulated ;

sediment and cleaning the tank using a sodium hypochlorite ;

solution, and .

2) Performing a pressure test of those portions of the diesel fuel i
oil system designed to Section III, subsection ND of the ASME :
Code at a test pressure equal to 110 percent of the system '

design pressure. I

1. At least once per 31 days by: .J
#1)' Verifying the capability of crosstieing the Unit 2, A diesel

generator to Bus 141 by independently performing the following: |

a) Synchronizing the Unit 2, A diesel generator to Bus 241. ,

b) Closing breaker 1414, and. |
c) Closing breaker 2414.

,

M2) Verifying the capability of crosstieing the Unit 1 A diesel generator
to Bus 241 by independently performing the following:
a) Synchronizing the Unit 1, A diesel generator to Bus 141, |

;b) Closing breaker 1414, and
c) Closing breaker 2414. j

j. At least once per 18 months by: [
#1) Crosstieing the 2A diesel generator to Bus 141. I

N2) Crosstieing the.1A diesel generator to Bus 241. |
4.8.1.1.3 ";;;;rt: ^11 di=:1 ;==:hr f:ilern, n!!d er nrnlid, 551' )
h :;:rt:d t: th: 0:rini= ; r==t t; i;n|fintin 0.".*. ..;;; ^: Of

"
,

di:=1 ;==:ter f ilgr;; ;h:11 f a;;.d; th: ir.ferstin 7::nxd:d ir ":;21:uri ,

'

" = iti = C.3.6 Of ":; !:5 7; 0;id; 1.1^^, :=i i = 1, ^;;nt la??. If th:
M:r Of 1:11== i- th ?nt 1^^ n!!d "mt: ( r i ; r r! rr mit M eis)
45 gt: ster the er e r! 5 7, th n;: ^ :M11 h : ;;1: xted t: * =1 d: th
additi es! i-f: = ti r = :- xd:d 8- "c; !st ; "=itir C.33 ef M ;elete y

i

Osid; 1.100, "=i;in 1, ". ;xt 1"77. [y() I

S.

7

#0nly required for Unit 1 operation in MODES 1, 2, or 3. J
N 0nly required for Unit 2 operation in MODES 1, 2, or 3.
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Table 4.8-1

" 00EL OENER^ TOR TEST S0"ESL'LE

1

' "L"En Of T"!LO :: IM i

L'ST 20 "*L!0 TESTS * TEST'E"C^U:"04 l
|

11 ^t !:::t ence per 31 dry: ;

'

O ^t 10::t ente ;:r ' dryr**.

i

The Ta.li e Not un J ;t
7

|
.

t

:
i

;

i
'
,

,

.

;

|
.

4

|

|
|
',
i

"C ria for determining number of failures and number of valid tests it
'

be in a ce with Regulatory Position C.2.e of Regulatory .108,
Revision 1, Augu where the number of tests and es is determined
on a per diesel generator For the purpos his test schedule,.

only valid tests conducted after n of the preoperational test-
requirements of Regulatory Guide e 1977, shall be. included in,

the computation of the "I valid tests."
**This test fre shall be maintained until seven consecutive free

demand een performed and the number of failures in the last 20 va
s has been reduced to one or less.
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS
_ ;

i-

'

:
8ASES ;

3/4.8.1. 3/4.8.2 and 3/4.8.3 A.C. SOURCES. 0.C. SOURCES and ONSITE POWER
f:

DIu RIBUTION ;

The OPERA 8ILITY of the A.C. and 0.C power sources and associated
distribution systems during operation ensures that sufficient power will be |

available to supply the safety-related equipment required for: (1) the safe !

shutdown of the facility, and (2) the sitigation and control of accident condi- |

tions within the facility. The minimus specified independent and redundant i

A.C. and 0.C. power sources and distribution systems satisfy the requirements !

of General Oesign criterion 17 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50.
.

The ACTION requirements specified for the levels of degradation of the
power sources provide restriction upon continued facility. operation commensurate |

:with the level of degradation. The OPERASILITY of the power sources are
consistent with the initial condition assumptions of the safety analyses and '

are based upon maintaining at least one redundant set of onsite A.C. and D.C.
fpower sources and associated distribution systems OPERA 8LE during accident

conditions coincident with an assumed less-of-offsite power and single failure :

of the other onsite A.C. source. The A.C. and 0.C. source allowable out-of- i

service times are based on Regulatory Guide 1.93. " Availability of Electrical i

Power Sources," Decemoer 1974.. W e oce_ciesel generator.is.1ooperso.le, tnere . ;
~

!is an additional: ACTI0rreqatirement' to"irerify that' altrequired.. systems ._
. subsystems, trains, components and devices, that depend on the remaining ;-

OPERA 8LE diesel generator as a source of emergency power, are also OPERA 8LE, f,

and that the diesel-driven auxiliary feedwater pump is OPERA 8LE. This require- -'

ment is intended .to provide assurance that a loss-of-offsite power event will
not result in a complete loss of safety function of critical systems during i

the period one of the diesel generators is inoperable. The term verify as used |
In this context means to administratively check by examining logs or other j

!information to determine if certain components are.out-of-service for maintenance
It does not mean to perform the Surveillance Requirements ;

or other reasons. I
needed to demonstrate the OPERASILITY of the component.

The OPERASILITY of the minimum specified A.C. and 0.C. power sources and .

i associated distribution systems during shutdown and refueling ensures that:
1

(1) the facility can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition for
-

,

extended time periods, and (2) sufficient instrumentation and control capability ;
'

is available for monitoring and maintaining the unit status, j
!

O W 111ance Requirements for demonstrating the OPERASILITY c {

Jg f h diesel generato W ... '- cordance with the recommendatio u atory,

Guides 1.9, " selection of 0 e ter Set or Standby Power ;

Supplies," March 10, 1971, 1.108, " of Diesel Generator Units .

Used as Onsite Electr; stems at Nuclear Power evision 1, |"

i
August 197 . " Fuel-011 Systems for Standby Diesel Genera ,

.

n , October 1979.
|The station chose its largest emergency load to be the 5X pump. The q

maximum BHP of the 5X pump is 1247 per FSAR Table 8.3-1. A BNP of 1247 I iu
i. corresponds to a load of 1034 W. I

'

.

I
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Insert B

The surveillance requirements for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the diesel
generators are based on the recommendations in Revision 3 of Regulatory Guide 1.9,
" Selection, Design, Qualification, and Testing of Emergency Diesel Generator Units
used as Class 1E Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power Plants," with the -

exceptions noted in Appendix A to the UFSAR, and in Revision 1 of Regulatory Guide
1.137, " Fuel-Oil Systems for Standby Diesel Generators."
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ATTACHMENT C

EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION

Commonwealth Edison (Comed) proposes to revise Technical Specifications Section
3/4.8, Electrical Power Systems and the associated Bases for LaSalle County, Byron,
and Braidwood Stations. The proposed changes revise surveillance and
administrative requirements associated with emergency diesel generators (EDGs) in
accordance with the guidance of NRC Generic Letter 94-01, " Removal of Accelerated
Testing and Special Reporting Requirements for Emergency Diesel Generators,"
Generic Letter 93-05, "Line-Item Technical Specifications Improvements to Reduce
Surveillance Requirements for Testing During Power Operation," and Regulatory
Guide 1.9, " Selection, Design, Qualification, and Testing of Emergency Diesel
Generator Units Used as Class 1E Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear Power
Plants." The proposed changes include:

1. Eliminating increased testing requirements for EDGs,

2. Eliminating special reporting requirements for EDGs,

3. Eliminating the semi-annual fast load test and replacing it with a requirement
to load EDG semi-annually in accordance with the vendor recommendations
for all test purposes other than the refueling outage Loss of Offsite Power
(LOOP) tests,

4. De-coupling the 24-hour endurance run and the LOOP /LOCA (LOOP only
for LaSalle) sequencing requirements for the hot start test,

5. Removing Regulatory Guide 1.108 references to testing requirements,

6. Eliminating testing requirements when an EDG becomes inoperable due to
an inoperable support system, an independently testable component, or
preplanned maintenance or testing, or if there is not a potential common
mode failure for the remaining diesel generator,

7. Deleting the requirement for inspecting the EDGs in accordance with
procedures prepared in conjunction with its manufacturer's
recommendations, and

8. Making editorial changes.

Comed has evaluated the proposed Technical Specification Amendment. Based upon
the criteria for defining a Significant Hazards Consideration established in 10 CFR
50.92(c), operation of LaSalle County, Byron, and Braidwood Stations in accordance
with the proposed amendment will not:

1
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!

1) Involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated:

The proposed changes do not affect accident initiators or precursors and do not
alter the design assumptions affecting the ability of the EDGs to mitigate the
consequences of an accident.

Deleting the special reporting requirements from the Technical Specifications is
administrative. Comed will continue to notify the Commission of significant EDG
failures in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 and 50.73 criteria.

Excessive testing requirements have proven to be a contributor to increased
equipment degradation. Removing inappropriate and redundant requirements
increases EDG reliability and enhances the ability of EDGs to mitigate the
consequences of an accident. Implementing Comed's alternative to the
maintenance rule for the EDGs provides additional assurance that high EDG
performance will be maintained.

! EDG equipment degradaticn will be reduced by eliminating the semi-annual fast
load test for EDGs in accordance with the vendor recommendations for test
purposes other than the refueling outage Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) tests.
This improves EDG reliability and availability and further enhances their ability to
mitigate the consequences of an accident. The LOOP test would still be
performed to provide assurance that the EDG is capable of responding to a
LOOP as assumed in the accident analyses.

De-coupling the 24 hour endurance test and the LOOP /LOCA (for LaSalle,
LOOP) sequencing test requirements for the hot start test has no effect on
accident mitigation. Demonstrating diesel generator hot restart capability without
loading the engine does not invalidate or reduce the effectiveness of the hot
restart test. The hot restart test can be conducted in any plant condition since its
performance at power will have no adverse effect on plant operations.

The proposed editorial changes are administrative in nature. They improve
readability and provide consistency with current industry guidance.

Therefore, the proposed changes do not involve an increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2) Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated:

| The proposed changes do not alter the ability of the EDGs to perform their
! intended function to mitigate the consequences of an initiating event within the

acceptance limits assumed in plant safety analyses. The proposed changes
have no impact on component or system interactions, or the plant design basis.

2
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Instrumentation setpoints, starting, sequencing, and loading functions associated
,

with EDGs are not affected by the proposed changes. Furthermore, combining i
the alternate EDG system maintenance rule implementation program with the |
proposed amendment will enhance both the availability and the performance of
the EDGs.

Therefore, there is not a potential for creating the possibility of a new or different
type of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3) Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety:

The proposed changes do not increase the probability or consequences of an
accident, and there is no impact on equipment design or operation. The
proposed changes do not affect the results of accident and transient analyses.
Plant and system response to an initiating event will remain in compliance within
the assumptions of safety analyses. There is no associated change to the type,
amount, or control of radioactive effluents, nor is there an associated increase in
individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure. There is no effect upon
the capabilities of the associated systems to perform their intended functions
within the allowed response times assumed in safety analyses.

|

The proposed changes are compatible with plant operating experience and are
consistent with the guidance provided in NUREG-1366, Generic Letters 93-05
and 94-01, and Regulatory Guide 1.9. In two instances Comed's proposed |
changes deviate from these guidance documents. However, the changes are

|
consistent with the intent of the documents or other NRC guidance documents. '

Eliminating excessive testing requirements can improve safety by reducing
challenges to plant systems and reducing equipment wear and degradation. {
While the proposed changes affect surveillance intervals; there are no changes j
to the methods used to perform the surveillances.

EDG reliability and availability will be improved by the proposed changes. The
surveillances will continue to demonstrate the ability of the EDGs to perform their
intended function of providing electrical power to the emergency safety systems
needed to mitigate design basis transients. No margin of safety is reduced.

i

Guidance has been provided in ' Final Procedures and Standards on No Significant
Hazards Considerations," Final Rule,51 FR 7744, for the application of standards to
license change requests for determination of the existence of significant hazards
considerations. This document provides examples of amendments which are and are
not considered likely to involve significant hazards considerations. These proposed
amendments most closely fit the example of a change which may either result in some
increase to the probability or consequences of a previously analyzed accident or may
reduce in some way a safety margin, but where the results of the change are clearly

3
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within all acceptance criteria with respect to the system or component specified in the
standard review plan.

This proposed amendment does not involve a significant relaxation of the criteria used
to establish safety limits, a significant relaxation of the bases for the limiting safety
system settings, or a significant relaxation of the bases for the limiting conditions for
operations. The proposed change does not reduce the margin of safety as defined in
the basis for any Technical Specification.

Therefore, based on the guidance provided in the Federal Register and the criteria
established in 10 CFR 50.92(c), Comed has concluded that the proposed change
does not constitute a significant hazards consideration.

4
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ATTACHMENT D

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Commonwealth Edison has evaluated the proposed amendment against the criteria for
and identification of licensing and regulatory actions requiring environmental
assessment in accordance with 10CFR51.21. It has been determined that the

,

proposed change meets the criteria for a categorical exclusion as provided for under '

10CFR51.22(c)(9). This determination is based on the fact that this change is being >

proposed as an amendment to a license issued pursuant to 10CFR50 that changes a
surveillance requirement, and the amendment meets the following specific criteria-

,

(i) the amendment involves no significant hazards considerations '

i

As demonstrated in Attachment C, this proposed amendment does not involve |

any significant hazards considerations. ;

;

(ii) there is no significant change in the types or significant increase in the j

amounts of any effluents that may be released offsite

As documented in Attachment A, there will be no change in the types or !
significant increase in the amounts of any effluents released offsite. I

i

(iii) there is no significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational ;

radiation exposure i

;

'

The proposed change will not result in changes in the operation or configuration
of the facility. Core design will continue to meet all core design criteria, and i

reactor operation will not be impacted. There will be no change in the level of |
controls or methodology used for processing of radioactive effluents or handling ;

of solid radioactive waste, nor will the proposal result in any change in the normal |
radiation levels within the plant. Therefore there will be no increase in individual ;

or cumulative occupational radiation exposure resulting from this change.

i

t

i
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ATTACHMENT E
.

CHANGE SUMMARY

Described in
Technical item #
Soecification Chanae Descriotion Attachment A

Table of Indicate that Table 4.8.1.1.2-1 (LaSalle) 4
Contents and Table 4.8-1 (Byron and Braidwood) :

are deleted. i

Table of Add reference to a table that was added in 4
Contents Amendment 10 and show that the page

applies to Byron Units 1 and 2. (Byron
only)

3.8.1.1 Delete the requirement to demonstrate the 2a
Action a operability of the remaining diesel
(LaSalle) generators that have not been successfully

tested within the previous 24 hours by
,

performing the hot start test surveillance ;

within 24 hours. !

'

3.8.1.1 Delete requirement to demonstrate the 2b
Action a operability of the EDGs by performing

'

'

(Byron and surveillance requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 i

Braidwood) within 24 hours if only an offsite circuit
becomes inoperable. Eliminate testing
requirements if a single EDG becomes
inoperable due to an inoperable support
system, an independently testable !

component, or preplanned maintenance or
testing. Perform surveillance requirement ;

4.8.1.1.2.a.4 if the EDG became
'

inoperable due to any cause other than
those previously listed, unless the absence ;

'

of any potential common mode failure for
the remaining EDG is demonstrated. i

:

.

'
,

1
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'Described in

Technical item #
Soecification Change Descriotion Attachment A

3.8.1.1 Eliminate testing requirements when a 2b
Action b diesel generator becomes inoperable due
(LaSalle) to an inoperable support system,

.,

independently testable component, or I

preplanned maintenance or testing.
Perform surveillance requirement

'

4.8.1.1.2.a.4 if the EDG became'
inoperable due to any cause other than
those previously listed. Demonstrate the

, ' ,

operability of the remaining operable EDG
separately by performing surveillance
requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 24 hours, -|
unless the absence of any potential
common mode failure for the remaining
EDG is demonstrated.

3.8.1.1 Eliminate testing requirements when an 2c
Action c Emergency Diesel Generator becomes
(LaSalle) inoperable due to an inoperable support
Action b system, an independently testable
(Byron and component, or preplanned maintenance or
Braidwood) testing. Perform Surveillance Requirement i

4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 8 hours, unless the
absence of any potential common mode
failure for the remaining diesel generator is
demonstrated.

,

3.8.1.1 Delete obsolete note. 4
Action c.2
(Byron only)

3.8.1.1 Eliminate testing requirements when an 2d
Action d Emergency. Diesel Generator becomes
(LaSalle) inoperable due to an inoperable support

system, an independently testable -
component, or preplanned maintenance or
testing. Perform Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 24 hours, unless the
absence of any potential common mode
failure for the remaining EDGs is
demonstrated.

2
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Described in
Technical item #
Soecification Change Descriotion Attachment A

3.8.1.1 Delete the requirement to perform the 2e
Action e Emergency Diesel Generator surveillance
(LaSalle) 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 8 hours.
Action d
(By/Bw)

3.8.1.1 Eliminate testing requirements when an 2f
Action g EDG becomes inoperable due to an
(LaSalle) inoperable support system, an

independently testable component, or
preplanned maintenance or testing.
Perform Surveillance Requirement
4.8.1.1.2.a.4 within 24 hours, unless the
absence of any potential common mode
failure for the remaining EDGs is
demonstrated.

4.8.1.1.2.a Delete reference to the Diesel Generator 1

Ted Schedule located in Table 4.8.1.1.2-1
(LaSalle) or Table 4.8-1 (Byron and
Braidwood). Specify a surveillance interval
of 31 days.

4.8.1.1.2.a.5 Change time requirement of "within 60 2g
seconds" to "in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendations." Revise
LaSalle's footnote to correspond.

4.8.1.1.2.f Delete obsolete note 4
(By/Bw only) i

4.8.1.1.2.d.1 Delete requirement to inspect EDGs in 1

(LaSalle) accordance with procedures prepared in
4.8.1.1.2.f.1 conjunction with the manufacturer's
(By/Bw) recommendations. Relocate to EDG i

Reliability Program.
]

3
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Described in
Technical item #
Soecification Change Descriotion Attachment A

4.8.1.1.2.d.8 Perform a hot start test within 5 minutes 2h

(LaSalle) after completing the 24 hour run instead of
4.8.1.1.2.f.7 simulating a loss of offsite power. Revise
(By/Bw) footnote to reflect the hot start test

surveillance. Allow the Emergency Diesel .

Generator to operate for 2 hours at the
continuous rating, rather than 1 hour, or
until operating temperature has stabilized.

4.8.1.1.2.i and Delete obsolete note. 4
4.8.1.1.2.j
(Byron only)

4.8.1.1.3 Delete requirements for reporting 1

Emergency Diesel Generator failures.

Tables Delete Table 4.8.1.1.2-1 (LaSalle) and 1

4.8.1.1.2-1 Table 4.8-1 (Byron and Braidwood)
(LaSalle) and
4.8-1 (Byron
and
Braidwood)

Bases 3/4.8 Revise bases to state that the surveillance 3
requirements for demonstrating the
operability of the diesel generators are
based on the recommendations of
Regulatory Guide 1.9, Revision 3, with
exceptions noted in the UFSAR. Delete

1

references to Regulatory Guide 1.108 and
1.9, Revision 2. Change FSAR to UFSAR.

p. 3/4 8-2 Correct spelling of " electrical" 4

(LaSalle Unit
2)

p. 3/4 8-4 Correct spelling of " requirements" 4
(Byron)

4


